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Micro-fluid mixing is an important aspect of many of the various micro-

fluidic systems used in biochemical production, biomedical industries, micro-

energy systems and some electronic devices. Typically, because of size

constraints and laminar flow conditions, different fluids may only have the

opportunity to mix by diffusion, which is extremely rate limited. Therefore, active

or highly effective passive mixing techniques are often required. In this study, two

pulsed injectors are used to actively enhance mixing in a high aspect ratio

microchannel (125 deep and 1 mm wide). The main channel has two adjacent

flowing streams with 100% dye and 0% dye concentrations, respectively. Two

injectors (125 jim deep and 250 p.m wide) are located on separate sides of the

channel, with one downstream 2 mm (equivalent to two main channel widths or

eight injector widths) from the other. This results in an asymmetric mixing as the

flow proceeds downstream. A dye solution is used to map local mixing

throughout the channel by measuring concentration variations as a function of both
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space and time. The primary flow rates are varied from 0.01 to 0.20 mI/mm

(Reynolds numbers of 0.3 to 26.6), the injector flow rate ratios are varied from

0.125 to 2, and the pulsing frequencies are varied from 5 to 15 Hz.

Images of the concentration variations within the channel are used to

quantify mixing by calibrating the intensity of the image with the concentration of

the dye solution. The degree of mixing (DoM) is used as a measure of quality and

is defined based on the integration across the channel of the difference between the

local concentration and the 50% concentration values. DoM is normalized by the

50% concentration value and subtracted from one to yield a parameter that varies

from 0 (no mixing) to 1 (perfect mixing). It is shown that there is a high degree of

repeatability of concentration distribution as a function of phase of the pulsing

cycle. A mixing map is constructed over the range of variables tested which

indicates an optimum set of flow and pulsing conditions needed to achieve

maximum mixing in the main channel flow. The flow rate ratio between the

injectors and main channel is found to be the most influential parameter on overall

mixing. The highest DoM in the main channel was found to be 0.89. It is also

noticed that improved mixing can occur at very low flow ratios under a unique set

of primary flow and low frequency pulsing conditions. In general, there is an

inverse relationship between primary flow rate and pulsing frequency to achieve

better overall mixing.
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NOMENCLATURE

C Concentration of dye solution
D1 Deviation of the pixel intensity
DoM Degree of Mixing

Non-dimension term of DoM
F Frequency, Hz
I Intensity
Main 1 Flow rate in the main channel before the first pulse
Main2 Flow rate in the main channel after the first pulse
Main3 Flow rate in the main channel after the second pulse
N Number of data
P Non-dimension term of pulse flow parameter
Q Primary flow rate, mi/mm
Qr Flow ratio = Q/Q
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Rel Reynold No. of the flow in the main channel before the first pulsejet
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U Total uncertainty
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Flow Induced Mixing in High Aspect Ratio Microchannels

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Micro-fluid mixing is a significant process in many of the various fluid

systems used in electronic devices, biochemical production, and biomedical

industries. For example, micro-fluid mixing can be applied in micro-electronic

devices such as microchips and microprocessors. Although these are tiny, they

create heat inside and need small heat transfer systems for ventilation. Good

micro-mixing systems are required to enhance the convective heat coefficient.

Well-mixed fluid will achieve a high rate of heat transfer. It is understood that the

convective heat transfer rate in micro-scale channels is higher than that in macro-

scale channels because at the same available spaces micro-scale channels can

increase the contact surface between two fluids which allows increase of the

diffusion speed. And also the convective coefficient in turbulent flow is greater

than that in laminar flow. In chemical industries, the high rate of mixing is

essential as well.

Typically, two kinds of fluids or more can mix together by normal

diffusion. The mixing rate depends on the diffusion coefficient of the fluids. The

problem is that pure diffusion may not achieve an acceptable mixing rate. Some



kinds of fluid can be properly mixed together in a few seconds in a small channel

by pure diffusion, but if the system is larger, it will take longer to get the acceptable

mixing solution (Liu, 2000). In some cases, fluids may have low-level diffusion

rates, which make the mixing process much harder. Likewise, systems require a

limited mixing space, which limits the mixing rate. Therefore, many previous case

studies have evaluated a number of designed micro-scale systems to enhance the

mixing process.

This research focuses on the active micro-scale mixing technique to

enhance the mixing rate. The standard fluid mixing process will be altered by

adding two offset perpendicular micro-pulsejets in a high aspect ratio micro-

channel, which has a 1000 tm wide main channel, two 250 J.tm wide pulsejets, and

all flow channels are 125 pm deep. These micro-jets are given a variety of primary

flow rates, flow ratios, and frequencies. These conditions will be studied to access

ability to increase the rate of fluid mixing.

This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 provides a review of relevant

literature. Chapter 3 describes the experiment setup for this research. Chapter 4

presents the data analysis methods. Chapter 5 summarizes the experimental plans.

Chapter 6 consists of the results and discussions. Chapter .7 provides the

conclusions and future research of this study.
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

This chapter reviews the relevant research done in the micro-mixing field.

This chapter consists of 2 sections: Micro-Mixer research and Flow visualization

methods in micro-channels. The first section provides some research about micro-

mixers, especially in the active micro-mixer field. The second section describes

indicators and data analysis methods, which are used in micro-mixing research.

2.1 MICRO-MIXING RESEARCH

The fluid-mixing process can be evaluated by how fast the mixing is done.

In principle, increasing the contact surface is one of the key ways of improving the

mixing ability. In an ordinary mixing chamber, the turbulent flow by stirrers is

used to create a great contact surface of the two liquids to enhance the mixing rate

(Brodkey, 1975). On the other hand, the molecular traveling time affects the

mixing rate as well. If the size of the mixing chamber is very small (e.g., tens of

micrometers), the molecular diffusion can mix two liquids in just a few seconds.

However, if the dimension is larger (e.g., several hundreds micrometers) the mixing
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time can be on the order of tens of seconds. Therefore, it can be observed that

micro-scale mixing gives a better mixing rate than macro-scale mixing.

In micro-fluidic systems, turbulent conditions hardly occur naturally.

Simple stirrers are difficult to install in micro-mixing systems. To expand the

contact surface of mixing at the micro-scale, the systems require other ways to

perturb the flow inside the micro-channels. In order to achieve this objective,

micro-mixers can be arranged into 2 categories: active mixer and passive mixer.

Passive mixing is a way to develop the mixing ability by using the complicated

geometry of the channels such as micro-mixing array chambers (Miyake, 1993),

zigzag micro-channels (Branebjerg, 1994), and 3-D twisted micro-pipes (Liu,

2000). These complicated channel techniques make the mixing flow rapidly by

changing direction, possibly becoming turbulent, and thereby enhance the mixing

rate. In active mixing cases, mixing chambers are much simpler than mixing

chambers in passive mixing cases. But active mixers require some special methods

or energy input to activate fluids to be well mixed. Some active mixer experiments

are presented in the following.

Volpert et al., (1999) studied an active mixing strategy to increase the

mixing rate of two liquids. By using three sets of secondary flow channels to

perturb the main flow, which increases the contact surface, mixing rate can be

enhanced. By simulating the full Navier-Stokes equation, the Strokes equation and

a simple analytical model based upon the superposition of elementary velocity

profile, numerical solutions of the flow through the mixer were calculated out. At



flows of Reynold number equal to 5, the analytical model was used to solve two

conditions of flow. Flow configuration A has secondary channel frequencies of

1/4, 1/3, and 1/2, while flow configuration B has frequencies of ½'.15, ½I2, and 1/2.

The phase shift between the velocity of each set of secondary channels is 0, it, and

0. The results indicated that both schemes have approximately the same mixing

efficiency.

Soundarrajan (2001) performed the micro-mixing flow visualization

experiment by using the same geometry channel as Volpert et al., (1999). By

perturbing the main flow with transverse impinging jets from the secondary

channels, the mixing is achieved. A specially developed oscillating syringe pump

was set to the first pair of the secondary side channels to create sinusoidal

secondary side flow. Two Reynold numbers of 1.5 and 7.4 of the secondary jets

were tested in the experiment. The frequency ranges of the secondary jets, which

were investigated numerically by Mueller et al., and Volpert et al., were 15-18 Hz.

The results from the slow motion movie showed that the optimum frequency

studied in the numerical method was run in the experiment, and this frequency has

been predicted theoretically to yield the best mixing.

Yang et al., (2000) performed an active micro mixer research by using

direct ultrasonic vibration. By the ultrasonic vibration induced by a bulk lead-

zirconate-titanate (PZT; 5 x 4 x 0.2 mm), which was excited by a 48 kHz square

wave at 150 V (peak to peak), liquids were mixed in a chamber (6 x 6 x 0.06 mm)

with an oscillating diaphragm driven by the PZT. The image results showed that



limited diffusion occurred at the interface of the ethanol and water flow when the

ultrasonic vibration was off. Turbulence occurred immediately after the ultrasonic

vibration was turned on. After 2 seconds of ultrasonic vibration, the mixing spread

nearly throughout the whole area of the mixing chamber.

Yang et al., (2001) extended their own experiment (Yang et al., 2000) by

changing 3 conditions. First, they used Uranine solution (5 mi/mm) and water (5

ml/min) instead of ethanol (115 t1/min) and water (100 j.xllmin). Second, they

applied a thinner PZT (0.15 mm) instead of a 0.2 mm PZT. And finally, they

increased the excitation frequency of the PZT from 48 kHz to 60 KHz square wave

at 50 V peak-to-peak. The image result showed that only limited diffusion was

observed in the standby state with no ultrasonic vibration. The turbulence occurred

immediately after ultrasonic vibration was turned on. After 7 seconds, the mixing

spread throughout the entire mixing chamber. When the ultrasonic vibration was

terminated, the laminar flow resumed immediately. In this experiment, Yang et al.,

(2001) also tested the frequency characteristics of the mixer up to 600 kHz.

Because of the dynamic change of gas bubbles inside the mixing chamber,

quantitative results were not obtained. Qualitatively, Yang et al., (2001) observed

that there was no significantly active mixing below 8 kFIz. The mixed area

gradually increased until approximately 15 kHz, and then became roughly constant.

Then, the mixing decreased at approximately 90 kHz, and recovered at

approximately 130 kHz. Yang et al., (2001) also investigated the relationship

between the input power and the mixing efficiency. By testing the mixing of red
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ink with ethanol (Yang et al., 2000) under 50, 60, 70, and 90 V at 60 kHz square

wave, the results showed that the mixing area increased when the input power

increased and almost spread to the whole mixing chamber at 90 V. But from

analyzing the videotape, the increasing of the input power did not achieve faster

mixing.

Oak et al. (2001) studied the mixing by diffusion for a variety of flow rate

ratio in co-flowing micro-channel streams. A rectangular cross section high-

aspect-ratio micro-channel with a height of 50 tm and a width of 1,000 J.tm was

used in the experiment. The laminar flows with the flow rate ratios from 1 to 9

were run in the experiment. The image result illustrates that the two streams do not

mix during this process. The merged flows also do not mix.

From literature review above, there are two standard active mixing

techniques: the oscillations of pulsejets, and the vibration of the mixing chamber.

Using perpendicular pulsejets is chosen in this study, but they are offset in the

streamwise direction along the main channel.

2.2 FLOW VISUALIZATION METHODS IN MICRO
CHANNELS

Flow visualization method is one of the most important parts in micro-

mixing research. Good results depend on not only good equipment, but indicators



and mixing analysis. This section reviews the indicators and mixing evaluation,

which have been used in other micro-mixing research.

2.2.1 Indicator

Generally, mixing at the micro-scale can be evaluated by observing images.

There are 2 basic types of indicators (Yang et al., 2001): optical absorption dye and

luminescence dye. Optical absorption dyes (such as pH indicators) require a simple

experimental setup. By this advantage, the setup cost and setup time are small.

But the quality of images is not as good in micro-channel research because the

length of the optical absorption dye is suitable on the scale of millimeters. By this

point, using luminescence dye (such as fluorescence dyes) gives a better result. But

these require much more complicated equipment, and some types of dyes are very

hard to clean out of the micro-channels, such as Rhodamine dyes.

There is no exact standard to evaluate which kind of dye is the best

indicator. Most researchers pick the solution that is easily visible, or compatible

with their own experiment facilities. Here are some examples of indicators, which

is presented in the micro-scale experiment: (Rhodamine dye (C28H30N2O3HC1)

(Miyake et al., 1993), Bromothymol blue (Braneberg et al., 1994), Potassium

permanganate (Mensinger et al., 1994), Fluorescent (Voidman et al., 1998),

Phenolphthalein (Liu et al., 2000), Ethanol (Yang et al., 2000), Uranine dye (Yang



et al., 2001), Fluorochorome Alcidine Orange solution (Soundarrajan, 2001), and

Rhodamine 6G (Molecular Probes, R-634) (Oak et al., 2001).

2.2.2 Mixing evaluation

Basically, raw experiment images cannot directly measure the quality of

mixing. Some data analysis methods are required to convert the raw data to some

number, which is adequate for evaluation. Two basic methods are used in many

micro-mixing research.

The first method uses the standard deviation value to estimate mixing.

Ideally, the result shows that when the fluids are not mixing, the standard deviation

of intensity goes to maximum. The maximum value of standard deviation depends

on each experiment setup. Alternately, the standard deviation is zero at fully

mixing conditions. In action, the standard deviation may not give an accurate result

(Liu et al., 2000), because the amount of red phenolphthalein increases as the fluid

moves downstream. Also, if the red phenolphthalein is in a thin sheet viewed edge-

on, the intensity is almost zero in every pixel of the images. This causes the

standard deviation to be approximately zero. For these reasons, Liu et al. (2000)

modified the standard deviation by using intensity max instead of intensity

mean. The equation is shown in equation 2.1. At perfect mixing, D1 =0.
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D, J)2 ... (2.1)

A mixing coefficient is the second way to quantify the quality of mixing.

Voltpert et al. specified densities of 0 and 1 for two different kinds of particles, and

divided the exit channel into S regions. The mixing coefficient (c1) is calculated by

averaging over regions. The equation is shown below.

(p O.5)
c1=

S
(2.2)

In this way, 1 equals 0.25 when the fluids are not mixing, and c1 equals 0 at

perfect mixing conditions. The quality of mixing decreases significantly as the

number of averaging regions (S) is increased. By definition, the mixing should be

almost perfect when the whole channel is averaged (S = 1). If both S and ' are

increased, this shows that the mixing is not uniform throughout the entire channel.
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CHAPTER 3

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

This chapter describes the design of the experiment setup and also gives all

the important specifications of the equipment, which were used in this study. The

complete experiment setup layout is shown in Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2. All

details will be described in 4 parts:

3.1. Test section

3.2. Flow ioop

3.3. Light source system

3.4. Camera system

3.1 TEST SECTION

Two fluids will mix together in a 125 p.m (= 0.005 inches) thick micro-

channel, which has dimensions shown in Figure 3.3. Dye solutions (based water

green dye: Distilled water = 1:5 by mass) and pure distilled water flow into two 500

p.m wide inlets as the primary flows of the mixing chamber (the inlet No.! and the
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inlet No.2, respectively). These main streams are disturbed by other streams of the

dye solution and distilled water in two 250 pm wide injectors (the inlet No.3

r EmnLVie _,

Fiber optic Ught

Test Section

- -
y White abkground

I I Eeaker

Figure 3.1: Experiment setup layout



Figure 3.2: Experiment setup
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and the inlet No.4, respectively). The mixture can flow out at outlet No.5. This

micro-mixing chamber is created by thermal compressive bonding, which will be

presented later in appendix B. The bonding of 3 layers of polycarbonate forms the

mixing channel. Those three layers consist of two 1/16-inch thick sheets for top

cover and bottom cover, and one 0.005 inch polycarbonate film (as shown in Figure

3.3) which is formed by a laser cutting machine model ESI 4420 with the UV range

266 nm. The diameter of the laser beam used is around 20 pm. This causes the

dimension of the whole mixing-channel to be larger than originally designed by

around 20 p.m. Figure 3.4 shows the image of the mixing-channels after bonding.

Since the micro-mixing channels are very thin, it is hard to apply any fitting

directly to the inlet and outlet of the mixing channels. Two metal plates are

clamped on both sides of the mixing test section. Five holes, which were aligned

with the polycarbonate film, were drilled on both the rear metal plate and the rear

polycarbonate sheet. Those holes are installed with five 1/8"-1/8" barded tube

fittings to be the inlet and outlet of the test section. Five 0-rings were placed at the

contact of plastic mixing channel and metal clamp for sealing. Two 1 by 2

centimeter area cut-out were formed on both metal plates for a visual window and a

backlight window. The assembly is shown in Figure 3.5.
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Figure 3.3: Geometry of the micro-channels
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Figure 3.4: Bonded micro-mixing channels
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3.2 FLOW LOOP

3.2.1 Syringe Pumps and Solenoid Valves

The flow loop is separated into two parts (i) the two primary constant flows

(the inlet No.1 and the inlet No.2) and (ii) the two secondary pulsed flows (the inlet

No.3 and the inlet No.4). A COLE-PARMER multi-channel syringe pump Series

74900-40 with two 10 ml syringes (14.57 mm diameter) was used to create the two

primary constant flows. This pump has 0.5 % uncertainty of flow rate. The two

primary streams flow from the pump flow through two 1/8-inch plastic tubes, and

create the main constant flow for the test section.

Two Biochem Valve Inc. two-way normally closed isolation valves, P/N

075T3MP12-32, were used for creating two secondary frequency pulsejets. These

solenoid valves operate at 12 VDC and 2.2 A and can create the pulse flow up to 30

Hz. Since the isolation valves operate with the mechanism of open/close

diaphragm, some amount of fluid can flow back when the valves are closed. From

the specification of this valve, the backward flow was estimated at a volume less

than 0.3 t1 per pulse.

The two solenoid valves for the injector flows were connected to COLE-

PARMER multi-channel syringe pump as shown in Figure 3.6. The flow rates and

the frequencies of both of the secondary flows were controlled at the syringe pump

and the function generator, respectively. Since the power of the function generator
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is not high enough to operate both of the solenoid valves, a NP 3055 transistor and

a DC power supply were used. The 0-5 V square signal from the function

generator was sent to the transistor. The transistor provided the power from the DC

power supply through the solenoid valves when the 5 V signal from the function

generator was on. This activates the valves to be open. Alternately, when voltage

from the function generator was 0 V, the valves were closed. The schematic of

transistor circuit connecting is shown in Figure 3.7
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Figure 3.7: Schematic of transistor circuits

3.2.2 Calibration of Solenoid Valves

Even though the uncertainty of the syringe pump is presented in the pump

specification, the uncertainty of the pulse flows, which are created by the

combination of the syringe pump and the solenoid valves, cannot be assumed. The

calibrations of the combination of the syringe pump and the isolation valves were
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required. In this experiment, the calibration of pulse flow loop can be made by

measuring the mass of fluid at specified time intervals. To do this, the outlet flow

from the solenoid valve was directed to a small beaker, which was sealed at the top

to reduce the vaporization of fluid. After a specified interval, the fluid accumulated

inside the beaker was measured by a mass balance, Tech-science model SA 80,

which has an uncertainty 0.0002 g (the calculation is shown in Appendix B). The

weight of fluid was calculated by subtracting the total weight of the beaker and

fluid with the weight of the empty beaker, determined before the calibration.

A 20 ml beaker was used for this calibration. The average mass of three

time measurements of this beaker was 14.4122 g. Distilled water at a room

temperature 72° F was used to calibrate the pulse flow loop. The density of

distilled water was 0.998 glcm3. The time period was measured with a hundredth

partial second stopwatch. By measuring the mass of distilled water and the time of

flow, the actual flow rate of the pulse flow loop was calculated using Equation 3.1.

Mass of Distilled Water
(3.1)Actual Volumetric Flow Rate

Density of Distilled WaterX time

Five flow rate values of 0.01, 0.03, 0.05, 0.1, and 0.4 mI/mm were tested in

this the calibrations. Twenty measurements of each flow rates were run and used

for calculating the uncertainty of the flow loop (or the uncertainty of the flow rate).

The data are presented in Table B.1 in Appendix B. The uncertainties of the pulse

flow loops are calculated by the combination of the mass balance uncertainty, the

stopwatch uncertainty and the statistic uncertainty. The statistic uncertainties at
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each flow rates come from the multiplication of the standard deviation at each flow

rate and t-value from the table of student t-distribution (Ramsey, 1997). The

uncertainties were combined by root sum square method (RRS). Since the flow

rate is a relationship between mass and time as shown in Equation 3.1, the Kline-

McClintock relationship was used to estimate the uncertainty of the multivariable

relationship. Equation 3.3 presents the uncertainty relationship that was used.

U =.ju2 (3.2)

'am am
Um=!(.Umass)2 +(.Utime)2 (3.3)

vanz at

The example of the uncertainty calculation at the flow rate = O.OlmIJmin is

presented in Appendix B. From the uncertainty calculation in Table B.1, it was

found that the uncertainty of flow rate of pulse flow is less than 4 % except at low

rate = 0.01 ml/min which has uncertainty near 10 %. Figure 3.8 presents the

relationship between the ideal volume flow rate and the actual volume flow rate of

the flow ioop.
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Figure 3.8: Flow calibrations for the solenoid valve and the syringe pump
unit

3.3 LIGHT SYSTEM

Ideally, a constant and uniform light source is required for all of the

experiment processes. After many tests, based water green dye at the mass ratio of

pure dye to pure distilled water equal to 1:5 and pure distilled water are found to be

easily distinguished with a 1000 W fiber optic light. The 1000 W fiber optic light

with a white-paper reflector was used for creating the smooth backlight for this

experiment. The 1.5X zoom size of the CCD Camera and the position of the

camera, the test section, the white reflector and the fiber optic light are the main
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components that were all be fixed for all the experiment. Figure 3.9 presents the

layout of the light setup.

3.4 CAMERA UNIT AND CONTROLLING

The Panasonic GP-US 522 CCD camera with GP-US532H camera head

was used for these experiments. This camera system was set for capturing images

at the shutter speed 1/60 second with 30 frames per second. The trigger delay was

1.5 microseconds. IMAQ builder v.6 program was used for controlling this camera

unit. The program is set in the disable mode (black & white images). The

brightness of pictures can be adjusted by both the light gain ratio (black and white

ratio) on the IMAQ program, and the gain level switch (high/low/off) on the

camera control unit. From actual tests, setting the light gain ratio at 0.04 for black

ratio, and 0.51 for white ratio in the IMAQ, and gain level off on the camera

control unit resulted in a suitable condition for this setup.
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Figure 3.9: Light setup

The IMAQ builder v.6 was set to use the trigger to start capturing images.

In these studies, the trigger signals (square wave), coming from the function

generator, were used to control the solenoid valves. In this setup, the camera

started capturing the first image as the solenoid valves just closed. The next images

are captured at the frame rate of 30 frames/second. The phase lag between the



pulse signal and the first image was estimated to be 1.5 microseconds by assuming

that the phase lag is equaled to the trigger delay time. Because of the very short

phase lag, the camera was assumed to capture the first image immediately after the

valves were closed.

Unfortunately, since the experiment conditions (such as the brightness of

optic fiber light) are unstable in each experiment even though all components are

fixed in the same position, other techniques can be used to solve this problem.

Some adjusting in black and white ratio function in the IMAQ builder V.6 or the

gain level switch at the camera control unit can help to solve the inconstant light

intensity. A few pictures before running each experiment at each time were

required to calibrate all components and these confirm that the intensity backlight

matched the intensity calibration chart as shown in Chapter 4. (Figure 4.1)
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CHAPTER 4

DATA ANALYSIS

This chapter provides fluid dye indicator and the data analysis method that

was used in this study. This chapter is divided into 3 topics:

4.1 Dye indicators and intensity calibration

4.2 Data analysis

4.3 Flow condition

4.1 DYE INDICATORS AND INTENSITY CALIBRATION

As mentioned in Chapter 2, luminescent dyes are a good choice for micro-

mixing research. Rhodamine G6 (a type of fluorescence dye) was used as the

indicator at first. Unfortunately, we had the same problem as Yang et al, 2001 in

that Rhodamine dye is extremely hard to clean out of the mixing channel. Also,

there are problems of setting the constant intensity laser beam. We decided to use

other dyes. From many actual tests, the based water green dye solution works quite

impressively with the 1000 W optic fiber light. The intensities from a range of

concentrations of food color solution are distinguishable. As mentioned in Chapter



3.3, the dye solution at mass ratio 1:5 (pure dye: pure distilled water) was found to

be a suitable and convenient dye concentration for our experiments.

The intensity calibration is one of the best methods to convert the mixing

intensity from each pixel of the images to the analyzable number. The intensity

calibration was created by infusing 11 known values of concentrations of dye

solution from 0 % of dye solution to 100 % of dye solution. The dye solution at

mass ratio 1:5 is defined as a 100 % of dye solution. Using the photo tool functions

of the MATLAB v.5.3 the intensities of the dye solution was determined in the

resulting images. The details of the program used are presented in the Appendix C.

Three sets of intensities on the area 51 by 51 pixels (2601 pixels) at the center of

the mixing channel were used to create an intensity calibration chart. The whole

intensity calibration chart is shown in Figure 4.1. From this chart, at 0 % of dye

solution (pure distilled water was filled in the channel), the intensity is around 255.

And at 100% of dye solution, the intensity is 38. Three tests of intensity calibration

were applied to make sure that this intensity calibration was repeatable and to

reduce the error of the 95% confidential interval. The fit curve equation is

presented Equation 4.1.

C = 3.5200x101° j5 -3.1977x107 j4 1.0305x104 j3

(4.1)
1.3461x102 2 + 1.1630x10' I + 1.0940x102

C = Concentration of dye solution

I = Intensity
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Figure 4.1: Intensity calibration fit curve by fifth order polynomial
(7803 data for each intensity)

Because of noise from the camera unit and surroundings, there are some

inherent errors in the measurement. A 5 x 5 Gaussian filter was used to reduce the

noise effect. The standard deviations (STD) of intensities are less than 3 on scale

of 0 to 255 (by Matlab). In Figure 4.1, the standard deviations of the intensities

seem rather large from the figure, however, most of the 7803 data points are located

very near the curve fit, resulting in a low standard deviation.

In Equation 4.1, it can be seen that there are 5 significant digits in each

coefficient. After plotting by using only 4 significant digits in each coefficient, the
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results of concentration were still excellent. But when the significant digits were

reduced to 3 significant digits, it was found that there was an error of 6% of percent

of dye solution concentration.

4.2 DATA ANALYSIS

Degree of mixing (DoM) is chosen to be the measurement parameter for

evaluating the mixing in the micro-channel. It is more convenient to explain a

measure of mixing compare to using the deviation of the pixel intensity. Degree of

mixing, DoM, is calculated by using Equation 4.2

(---((C _C50%)2))%

DoM=1 (4.2)
C50%

In using equation 4.2, a linear relation of concentration of solution is

required. Thus, intensities measured from each pixel could not be used directly to

Equation 4.2. To calculate DoM by Equation 4.2, the intensities measured from

each pixel of the images must be converted back to concentration of dye solution

by Equation 4.1. Using a polynomial order from 2 to 5, it was found that a

polynomial order 5 provides the best fit curve. By the Kline-McClintock

relationship, the uncertainty of DoM in Equation 4.2 is 13.9%
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Since sequenced images were used for evaluating DoM, cycle averaged

values of DoM can also be calculated by Equation 4.3. DoMs, which will be

presented in Chapter 6, are presented as cycle average DoMs, defined as:

DOM in cycle
CycleAverageDOM (4.3)

number of images

To analyze the effect of mixing by using the two injector pulse flows, the

observing window consists of 6 interesting cross sections: cross section I at X = 0

mm (located upstream of the first injector), cross section II at X = 1.87 mm (locate

downstream of the first injector), cross section III at X = 2.60 mm (upstream of the

second injector), and cross section IV, V, and VI at X = 4.67 mm, 5.77 mm, and

6.43 nmi, respectively (downstream of the second injector). Figure 4.2 shows the

location of the 6 observing cross-sections.

Since the dimension of the mixing chamber were measured (such as the

width of main channel = 1 ± 0.02 mm and the width of the secondary channel =

0.25 ± 0.02 mm), the distance per pixel can be estimated by measuring the number

of pixels of the known dimension and comparing them with the size of the

channels. The number of pixels was measured by the function PIXVAL in the

MATLAB program. The result of the distance per pixel is 14.5 ± 0.3 tm/pixel.

Since PIXVAL function gave the co-ordinate of each pixel on the image, the co-

ordinates of the edges of the micro-channel were read by eyes. The reading error of

the number of pixel from edge-to-edge of the micro-channel is ± 2 pixels. Thus,

the error of distance per pixel is ± 0.3 .tm1pixe1
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Since the sequence images are captured by the CDD camera, over number

of cycles repeated images at the same phase of the injector pulse flow can be

compared. Equation 4.4 determines the number of images at a given phase that

occurs over a sequence of cycles.

N
Frame Rate X cycle (44)

Frequency

N = number of different images per cycle.

cycle number of pulse cycles (must be the smallest positive integer which

make N become integer)

Frame rate = 30 frames/second (depend on CCD camera)

From the calculation between the frame rate of the CCD camera and

frequencies of the injectors, Figure 4.3 summarizes the camera trigger signal. The

square waves on the graphs represent the function generator signal, which causes

solenoids open/close. And the square dots on the graphs represent the camera

signal. The first image at phase 0 degree was captured when the solenoid values

just closed.

The p-value is a statistic value which is used to measure an effect of a factor

by calculating the probability of observing the results from the sample of data or a

sample with results more extreme, assuming the null hypothesis is true. A large p-

value is evidence in support of the null hypothesis while a small p-value is

evidence against the null hypothesis. Traditionally, a null hypothesis is rejected if

the p-value is less than 0.05, which means there is an effect of that particular factor
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on the data. P-value provides a sense of the strength of the evidence against the null

hypothesis. The lower the p-value, the stronger the evidence is. Therefore, p-valve

can be used to estimate the influence of various parameters. In comparing the p-

valve of each parameter the most sensitive parameter is the parameter which has

the least p-valve. An example of the p-value calculation is shown in Appendix D.
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In Chapter 6.5, the fit curve of non-dimensional data for the mixing at all

test conditions is presented. The non-dimensional method is a convenient and

useful method for finding the relationship between primary flow rate, Q, flow

ratio, Qr (the flow ratio of injector flow rate, Q1 to Q), frequency, F, width of main

channel, W, dynamic viscosity, u and Degree of Mixing, DoM. Since W and u are

constant in these experiment and these six parameters consist of two basic primary

parameters of length, L and time, t, then only four H groups can be created and a

set is shown in Equations 4.5 to 4.8.

Hi = DoM (4.5)

(4.6)

H3Qr (4.7)

H4 = F * w2/ (4.8)

These four H groups can further be combined using, the definitions D0M* =

DOMIQr and P = Qr*F*W2/ i. These are correlated in the data presented in

Chapter 6.5

After formulating a linear fit curve, the standard estimate of the error, SEE

is used for evaluating the error of the graph. SEE can be calculated by Equations

4.9 and 4.10.

Sr = (y1 a0 a1x1)2 (4.9)
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SEE= I
Sr

(4.10)
n 2

where assumed form is:

y :a0+a1x±SEE (4.11)

Since the fit curve data solution presented in chapter 6.4, is in the form of

power law equation (non-linear), the graph can be linearized by taking its base-lO

logarithm (as shown in Equation 4.13). This linear solution is used to analyze the

standard error of the estimate.

y axb

Iog(y) = blog(x) + log(a)

(4.12)

(4.13)

Since the power law equation is converted to a linear equation to solve for

SEE, SEE is then the standard error for the linear relation, not for the power

equation. SEE is then converted back to match with the power equation. The final

general analytical solution of the curve fit should be

(4.14)

4.3 FLOW CONDITION

The average velocity, V, and Reynold number, Re, are used to present the

characteristics of the flow, and these are presented later in the Chapter 5.



Volume flow rate

CrossSectional Area

VDRe=
V

D= width of channels

u=kinetic viscosity

(4.15)

(4.16)

In Chapter 6.6, mixing through the main channel is illustrated. The distance

moved by fluid elements during two captured images are important to evaluate the

mixing performance in the straight channel. Equation (4.17) is applied to calculate

the distance of fluid movement between images. The average velocity, in Equation

(4.17), depends on the flow conditions, and conditions are given on Table E.1

Distance of Particles = V x
1

(4 17)
Frames/

/ Second



CHAPTER 5

EXPERIMENTAL PLAN

There are many parameters, which can affect mixing rates such as the size

of channels, number of secondary flow, spacing of injectors, the magnitude of the

primary flow rate and the secondary flow rate, injector frequency, etc. It is

extremely hard to complete a study of micro-mixing rate by using all those

parameters. In this experiment, three main effective parameters are studied. These

three parameters consist of the volume flow rate of the primary flow (Q), flow rate

ratio of the injector flow rate and the primary flow rate (Qr), and the frequency of

secondary pulse (F). The flow rate and phase angle of both the secondary injector

flows are identical at all the times. The other parameters, which do have an

influence on the mixing processes, are held constant in these studies. The

combination of three main effective parameters is the test plan, which results in 175

cases. The details of each parameter are presented in the following

Primary flow rate, Q : 0.01, 0.05, 0.10 0.15, and 0.20 mI/mm

Flow ratio, Qt:0.125,0.25,0.5,0.75,i,1.5, and2

Frequency, F: 5, 8, 10, 12, and 15 Hz

Table 5.1 concludes all Reynolds numbers of the flow inside the main

channels by dividing the main channel into 3 sections. This is because the flow



rate in the main channel increases downstream of each injector. Based on this the

main channel Reynolds numbers are defined as:

Re1 = Reynold No. of the main flow before the 1st injector

Re2 = Reynold No. of the main flow between the 1t injector and the 2"

injector

Re3 = Reynold No. of the main flow after the 2"" injector

The details of the average velocity and Reynold number in each part of the mixing

channel is presented in Appendix B.
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Table 5.1: Reynold number in each part of the main channel

Op,
mi/mm

Or
=OiIQp

Rel Re2 Re3

0.01 0.125 0.30 0.33 0.37

0.01 0.25 0.30 0.37 0.44

0.01 0.5 0.30 0.44 0.59

0.01 0.75 0.30 0.52 0.74

0.01 1 0.30 0.59 0.89

0.01 1.5 0.30 0.74 1.19

0.01 2 0.30 0.89 1.48

0.05 0.125 1.48 1.67 1.85

0.05 0.25 1.48 1.85 2.22

0.05 0.5 1.48 2.22 2.96

0.05 0.75 1.48 2.59 3.70

0.05 1 1.48 2.96 4.44

0.05 1.5 1.48 3.70 5.93

0.05 2 1.48 4.44 7.41

0.10 0.125 2.96 3.33 3.70

0.10 0.25 2.96 3.70 4.44

0.10 0.5 2.96 4.44 5.93

0.10 0.75 2.96 5.19 7.41

0.10 1 2.96 5.93 8.89

0.10 1.5 2.96 7.41 11.85

0.10 2 2.96 8.89 14.81

0.15 0.125 4.44 5.00 5.56

0.15 0.25 4.44 5.56 6.67

0.15 0.5 4.44 6.67 8.89

0.15 0.75 4.44 7.78 11.11

0.15 1 4.44 8.89 13.33

0.15 1.5 4.44 11.11 17.78

0.15 2 4.44 13.33 22.22

0.20 0.125 5.93 6.67 7.41

0.20 0.25 5.93 7.41 8.89

0.20 0.5 5.93 8.89 11.85

0.20 0.75 5.93 10.37 14.81

0.20 1 5.93 11.89 17.78

0.20 1.5 5.93 14.81 23.70

0.20 2 5.93 17.78 29.63
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CHAPTER 6

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

This chapter is divided into 6 sections:

6.1 Mixing Images in The Micro-Channels

6.2 Phase Angle Relationships of Mixing

6.3 Downstream Development of Mixing

6.4 Parametric Analysis Results

6.5 Non-Dimensional Data Correlation

6.6 Low Flow Rate Mixing Conditions

6.1 MIXING IMAGES IN THE MICRO-CHANNELS

The images from each of the experiment are presented in this section. All

nineteen figures (Figures 6.1 to 6.19) are categorized in 3 sets as explained below.

The first set of images presents 3 sets of sequence of images at different

frequencies of injectors as shown in Figure 6.1, Figure 6.2, and Figure 6.3. These

images show how the mixing changes at various phase angles of the pulsed flow.

In Figure 6.1, the best mixing condition is presented at Q = 0.15 mi/mm, Q =
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0.125, and F = 12 Hz. The degree of Mixing (DoM) at X = 6.45 mm, shown in

Figure 6.1, equals 0.89. Figure 6.2 and Figure 6.3 show the sequence of mixing

images, which have medium mixing condition and low mixing condition,

respectively, with DoM = 0.51 and 0.21 , respectively at X = 6.45 mm

The second set of images, Figure 6.4 to Figure 6.10, illustrates the

comparison of mixing images at the same phase angle of pulsed flows. The results,

which can be concluded by these images, will be discussed later in Section 6.2.

The third set of result images, Figure 6.11 to Figure 6.19, shows the

comparison of mixing to explain changes of mixing when only one parameter from

the 3 main factors is varied. In Figure 6.11, Figure 6.14, and Figure 6.17, the

frequencies of the pulsejets are varied. In Figure 6.12, Figure 6.15, and Figure

6.18, the flow ratio is the variable parameter. And in Figure 6.13, Figure 6.16, and

6.19, the primary flow (Q) is changed. These nine figures are used to study the

influence of each parameter, which will be presented later in section 6.4.

Table 6.1 includes all DoMs at the cross-section X = 6.45 mm for all

experiment conditions. These DoMs were calculated by using Equation 4.2 and

then averaging DoMs over all repeated phases and all cycles for each flow

condition. Results are discussed in detail in the subsequent sections. There are

small amounts of mixing measured at the first cross-section on the order of 0.05.

From the mixing images, which are presented in this chapter, it seems as though

there is no mixing at X =0 mm, which means DoM should be 0. Unexpected

values of DoMs may come from the error of the intensity calibration, which is
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shown Figure 4.1 in the section 4.1. Therefore, the resultant error of DoM should

be estimated around 0.05 (5%)
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Figure 6.1: Sequence of images at Q, = 0.15 mI/mm, Qr=0.125, and F = 12 Hz (a) 0 degree, (b) 72
degrees, (c) 144 degrees, (d) 216 degrees, (e) 288 degrees, and (1) 360 degrees (DoM = 0.89 at X= 6.45



(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 6.2: Sequence of images at Q = 0.05 mLmin, Qr = 0.75, and F = 10 Hz (a) 0 degree,
(b) 120 degrees, (c) 240 degrees, and (d) 360 degrees (DoM = 0.51 at X=6.45 mm)
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Figure 6.3: Sequence of images at Qp = 0.10 flhl/illin, Qr= 2, and F = 5 Hz (a) 0 degree, (b) 60 degrees, (c) 120
degrees, (d) 180 degrees, (e) 240 degrees, (f) 300 degrees, and (g) 360 degrees (DoM = 0.21 at X = 6.45 nun)



(a) (b)
Figure 6.4: Repeated images at Q, = 0.01 mI/mm, Qr = 0.125, F 5 Hz

(a) Phase angle =0 degree, first image and (b) Phase angle =
ge

(a) (b)
Figure 6.5: Repeated images at Q = 0.10 inl/miii, Qr = 0.125, F =5 Hz

(a) Phase angle =0 degree, first image and (b) Phase angle =
0 degree, second image



(a) .(b)

Figure 6.6: Repeated images at Q9 = 0.20 mI/mm, Qr = 0.125, F =5 Hz
(a) Phase angIe =0 degree, first image and (b) Phase angle =

49

ge

(a) (b)
Figure 6.7: Repeated images at Q, = 0.01 mI/mm, Qr = 0.125, F = 10 Hz

(a) Phase angle = 0 degree, first image and (b) Phase angle =
0 degree, second image



(a) =- (b)
Figure 6.8: Repeated images at Q = 0.01 mI/mm, Qr = 0.125, F = 15 Hz

(a) Phase angIe =0 degree, first image and (b) Phase angle =

50

tge

(a) 1 (b)
Figure 6.9: Repeated images at Q, = 0.01 mI/mm, Qr = 0.75, F = 5 Hz

(a) Phase angle =0 degree, first image and (b) Phase angle =
0 degree, second image



(a) t (b)
Figure 6.10: Repeated images at Q = 0.01 mI/mm, Qr = 2, F 5 Hz (a)

Phase angLe = 0 degree, first image and (b) Phase angle =0

51

degree, second image



(a) 5 Hz, DoM = 0.70

(c) 12 Hz, DoM = 0.89

(b) 10 Hz, DoM=O.85

(d) 15 Hz, DoM 0.56
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Figure 6.11: Degree of Mixing at Q = 0.15 mI/mm, Qr = 0.125 (a) 5 Hz,
(b) 10 Hz, (c) 12 Hz, (d) 15 Hz (All DoMs are at X =6.45
mm)



(a) Q1 = 0.125, DoM = 0.89

(c) Qr = 1, DOM = 0.45

(b) QT = 0.5, DoM = 0.59

(d) Qr = 2, DoM = 0.26
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Figure 6.12: Degree of Mixing at Q, = 0.15 mI/mm, F = 12 Hz (a) Qr =
0.125, (b) Qr = 0.5, (c) Q. = 1, and (d) Qr = 2 (All DoMs are
at X =6.45 mm)



(a) 0.01 mi/mm, DoM = 0.81

(c) 0.15 mI/mm, DoM = 0.89

(b) 0.10 mi/mm, DoM =0.48

(d) 0.20 mi/mm, DoM = 0.78

Figure 6.13: Degree of Mixing at Qr = 0.125, F = 12 Hz, (a) 0.01

mi/mm, (b) 0.lOmIImin, (c) 0.15 mL/min, and (d) 0.2 mllmin

(All DoMs are at X =6.45 mm)
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(a) 5 Hz, DoM = 0.54

(c) 10 Hz, DoM=O.51

(b)8Hz,DoM=O.56

(d) 15 Hz, DoM = 0.29

Figure 6.14: Degree of Mixing atQ, = 0.05 mI/mm, Qr = 0.75 (a) 5 Hz,
(b) 8 Hz, (c) 10 Hz, (d) 15 Hz (All DoMs are at X =6.45
mm)



(a) Qr = 0.25. DoM 0.61

(c) Qr = 1, DoM 0.51

(b) Qr = 0.75, DoM = 0.54

(d) Q1 2, DoM = 0.30
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Figure 6.15: Degree of Mixing at Q = 0.05 mLlmin, F = 5 Hz (a) Qr =
0.25, (b) Qr = 0.75, (c) Qr = 1, and (d) Qr =2 (All DoMs are
at X =6.45 mm)
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(a) 0.01 mI/mm, DoM = 0.50

(c) 0.10 mI/mm, DoM = 0.45

(b) 0.05 mi/mm, DoM = 0.54

(d) 0.20 mL/min, DoM = 0.37

Figure 6.16: Degree of Mixing at Qr = 0.75, F = 5 Hz, (a) 0.01 mI/mm,
(b) 0.OSmI/min, (c) 0.10 mI/mm, and (d) 0.20 mI/mm (All
DbMs are at X =6.45 mm)



(a) 5 Hz, DoM 0.26

(c) 10Hz, DoM = 0.32

(b) 8 Hz, DoM = 0.31

(d) 15 Hz, DoM = 0.26

Figure 6.17: Degree of Mixing at Q = 0.10 mI/mm, Q 1.5 (a) 5 Hz,

(b) 8 Hz, (c) 10 Hz, (d) 15 Hz (All DoMs are at X =6.45

nun)



(a) Qr = 0.125, DoM = 0.71

(C)Qr 1.5,DoM=0.31

(b) Qr = 0.75, DoM 0.49

(d)Qr2,DOMO.22
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Figure 6.18: Degree of Mixing at Q, = 0.10 mI/mm, F = 8 Hz (a) Qr =
0.125, (b) Qr = 0.75, (c) Qr = 1.5, and (d) Qr = 2 (All DoMs
are at X =6.45 mm)



(a) 0.01 mI/mm, DoM = 0.34

(c) 0.10 mi/mm, DoM 0.32

(b) 0.05 mi/mm, DoM = 0.35

(d) 0.15 mi/mm, DoM = 0.31

Figure 6.19: Degree of Mixing at Qr = 1.5, F = 8 Hz, (a) 0.01 mI/mm,

(b) 0.O5mL'min, (c) 0.10 mI/mm, and (d) 0.15 mI/mm (All

DoMs are at X =6.45 mm)
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Table 6.1: Average overall phrased and all cycles DoMs at X = 6.45 mm

Primary flow
rate (Op),
mi/rn in

0.01 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2

Flow ratio
(Or)

Frequency (F),
Hz

0.125 5 0.72 0.45 0.75 0.70 0.62
8 0.71 0.40 0.71 0.81 0.62

10 0.73 0.26 0.68 0.85 0.76
12 0.81 0.24 0.48 0.89 0.78
15 0.63 0.22 0.35 0.56 0.58

0.25 5 0.77 0.61 0.67 0.63 0.60
8 0.71 0.49 0.73 0.70 0.66

10 0.76 0.34 0.69 0.66 0.69
12 0.67 0.32 0.59 0.75 0.73
15 0.53 0.26 0.41 0.71 0.72

0.5 5 0.65 0.66 0.55 0.50 0.48
8 0.58 0.60 0.65 0.64 0.58
10 0.53 0.51 0.57 0.61 0.63
12 0.50 0.42 0.45 0.59 0.60
15 0.56 0.34 0.33 0.67 0.56

0.75 5 0.50 0.54 0.45 0.36 0.37
8 0.55 0.56 0.49 0.52 0.46

10 0.44 0.51 0.46 0.51 0.51
12 0.46 0.38 0.40 0.50 0.52
15 0.37 0.29 0.32 0.49 0.51

1 5 0.43 0.51 0.37 0.30 0.32
8 0.43 0.52 0.44 0.43 0.37

10 0.42 0.42 0.40 0.46 0.43
12 0.35 0.39 0.30 0.45 0.40
15 0.30 0.26 0.24 0.44 0.44

1.5 5 0.36 0.35 0.26 0.24 0.28
8 0.34 0.35 0.31 0.31 0.34

10 0.33 0.31 0.32 0.34 0.38
12 0.30 0.28 0.29 0.37 0.40
15 0.25 0.23 0.26 0.35 0.38

2 5 0.22 0.30 0.21 0.22 0.22
8 0.31 0.27 0.22 0.24 0.24

10 0.28 0.24 0.22 0.27 0.25
12 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.26 0.27
15 0.21 0.20 0.20 0.26 0.24
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6.2 PHASE ANGLE RELATIONSHIPS OF MIXING

Since sequence images were captured in the experiment as shown in Figures

6.1 to 6.3, images at the same phase angle could be obtained during different

cycles. For example, in Figure 6.1, one can see that mixing in Figure 6.1(a) (0

degree) and mixing in Figure 6.1(f) (360 degrees) are almost similar. This situation

also occurs in Figure 6.2 and Figure 6.3. These figures and others were used to

show that at the same phase angle of the secondary injection the mixing in the

micro-channel is repeatable.

To illustrate how the patterns of mixing are repeated every cycle, images

are used to show similar patterns at the same phase angle during different cycles.

Figure 6.4 to 6.10 show the influence of each parameter on the repeatability of

mixing at the same phase angle. Figure 6.4, 6.5, and 6.6 show that the

distributions are repeatable when Q is changed. The comparison between Figure

6.4, 6.7, and 6.8 illustrates that the images repeat when the frequency is changed.

Finally, Figure 6.4, Figure 6.9, and Figure 6.10 show repeatability when the flow

ratio, Qr is varied.

The intensity profiles as measured by concentration at X= 0 mm and X =

6.45 mm are plotted in Figure 6.20, and Figure 6.21, respectively, for the same

phase angle for three different cycles. It is clear that the distributions are similar at

the same phase angle of injection. Figure 6.22 presents the percentage of standard
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deviation (STD) of concentration at a phase angle of 0 degree. The percentage of

standard deviation was defined as:

STD of concentration at each location
% of STD = xl00% (6.1)

Max. Concentration

From Figure 6.22, the results show that the distributions differ less than 2 % of the

concentration of dye solution. Similar results were obtained at various phases.

After observing mixing distribution of the flow condition as shown in Figures 6.5

to 6.10, there are some locations, especially in regions of high gradients of

intensities that the percent of the STD of repeated image is up to 10 %. But from

Figures 6.5 to 6.10, the repeatability of concentration distributions is impressive.
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Figure 6.20: Concentration distributions across the channels at X =0
mm at the same phase in three different cycles for flow
condition Q, = 0.01 mI/mm, Qr = 0.125, and F =5 Hz
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Figure 6.21: Concentration distributions across the channels at X =
6.45 mm at the same phase in three different cycles for flow
condition Q = 0.01 mI/mm, Qr = 0.125, and F =5 Hz
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Figure 6.22: Percent of STD of the repeated concentration profile of 6
cross-sections at Q = 0.01 mI/mm, Qr = 0.125, F 5 Hz,
and phase angle =0 degree in three different cycles



6.3 DOWNSTREAM DEVELOPMENT OF MIXING

Since the sequence images were captured at a constant frame rate of the

CCD camera (30 frames per second), a Lagrangian data analysis of mixing along

the micro-channel can be studied. By knowing the speed of the camera and the

average velocity of the flow in the main channel, the distance of the particles of

fluid, which travel between two sequence images can be estimated. The graphs in

Figures 6.23 and 6.25 show this Lagrangian data analysis, which presents DoM at

each cross-section and each phase angle of the flow conditions, Q, = 0.15, Qr =

0.125, F 12 Hz (high mixing rate) and Q = 0.05, Qr 2, F = 5 Hz (low mixing

rate), respectively.

Since the distance of the fluid particles depend on the velocity of the flow in

the micro-channel, the specific locations of each cross-section, which are presented

in Figures 6.23 and 6.25, are different from the locations which are shown in Figure

4.2. The exact locations of all cross-sections X values in Figure 6.23 are also

different from those in Figure 6.25 as well, since the flow conditions are different.

However, all six cross-sections in both Figure 6.23 and Figure 6.25 are chosen to

have the same first cross-section at Xl = 0 mm. The second and the third cross-

sections, X2 and X3, are between the two injectors, and the distance between these

two cross-sections are equal to the distance the particle of fluid travels between two

images of the sequence of images for each case. The location of X4, X5, and X6

cross-sections are downstream of the second injector. Similar to X2 and X3 cross-
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sections, the distance between the X5 and the X6 cross-sections are equivalent to

the distance the particles of fluid travel along the main chamber between two

consequence images. Based on these images and the associated values of DoM

the degree of mixing was studied along the flow.

From the graph in Figure 6.23, it can be clearly seen that DoM increases

dramatically after the first injector in the main flow (the DoM changes from 0.05 to

0.55), and again after the second injector (the DoM changes from 0.55 to 0.85).

This result is consistent with the conclusions based on Figures 6.27 and 6.28. The

graphs in Figure 6.27 and Figure 6.28 summarized the DoM of all the flow

conditions (175 cases) after the first injector (X = 2.60 mm) and the second injector

(X= 6.45 mm), respectively. Since both contour graphs are plotted on the same

scale, one can see that the mixing distribution after the first injector and the mixing

distribution after the second injector look similar. However, the DoMs at X = 6.45

mm are significantly higher than those at X = 2.60 mm. It is concluded that the

mixing can be increased by additional injectors downstream. In contrast to Figure

6.23, which is for the case of the good overall mixing, the change of DoM after

each injector in Figure 6.25, which is a poor mixing case, is not consistent. At the

60° phase there is a large increase from the first to second injector. At the 240°

phase the first injector promotes mixing but the second injector seems to have no

effect. But in all cases the DoM values are all very low.
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Figure 6.23: DoM versus phase angle where the phase is selected to represent a
Lagrangian mapping of mixing Q = 0.15 mI/mm, Q 0.125, and
F = 12 Hz

(a) (b)

Figure 6.24: Images of phase (a) 00 and (b) 288° for Q = 0.15 mI/mm, Qr =

0.125 and f= 12Hz.
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Figure 6.25: DoM versus phase angle where the phase is selected to represent a
Lagrangian mapping of mixing Q, = 0.05 mI/mm, Qr =2, and F =
5 Hz

(a) (b)

Figure 6.26: Images of phase f (a) 1200 and (b) 180° for Q = 0.05 ml/min, Qr =
2 and f = 5 Hz.
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Both Figures 6.23 and 6.25 demonstrate that there is little change of DoM

as the fluid particles move along the main chamber between injectors. This is seen

by comparing DoM in the cross-section X2 and X5 with DoM at the cross-section

X3 and X6 at the next phase angle. DoM would be expected to be steady or

increase along the flow direction caused by normal diffusion. But from both

Figures 6.23 and 6.25, it is seen that during some phases DoM actually decreases,

such as DoM at X2 and phase angle of 00 and DoM at X3 and phase angle of 720

in Figure 6.23. An explanation for this in terms of experimental uncertainty is

given below.

First, the error of intensity calibration, which is presented in Chapter 6.1,

will result in some error in the DoM estimation. Second, because of the limit of the

resolution of the images, some errors of the fluid particle distance of travel will

occur. In most cases, the results of the predicted fluid element locations do not fall

directly at the center of a pixel, resulting in additional error. The error of

estimating distance per pixel, which is presented in Chapter 4, may contribute to

this error as well. A third reason is the section of the locations of the cross-

sections. In the images shown in Figures 6.24 and 6.26, the location of the cross-

sections X2 and X3 are close to the first injector and the second injector,

respectively. The nature of the mixing near the injectors may have an effect of the

pulsed flow, and cause pure dye to fill most of the channels, especially, in the

cross-section X2 and at high values of Qr.
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Based on the results presented above, the Lagrangian description of DoM

does not vary much from cycle-to-cycle at the same phase angle, especially for the

case of good mixing, shown in Figure 6.23. It can be concluded that further mixing

downstream of each injector is poor compared to the mixing invoked immediately

after each injector.
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Figure 6.27: DoM contours at X =2.60 mm
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6.4 PARAMETRIC ANALYSIS RESULTS

As mentioned in the previous chapter, three main variables (Q, Q, and F)

are studied in this research. The effects of each parameter are discussed in this

section. From the comparison of images in Figure 6.12, 6.15, and 6.18, the result

shows that Qr has a significant influence on the mixing processes. When those

three images are considered with Figure 6.27, Figure 6.28, and Figure 6.29, it is

quite clear, that the mixing at lower values of Qr are mostly greater than the mixing

at higher values of Qr. In Figure 6.29(b), one can see that the best mixing forQ =

0.05 mI/mm, occurs when QT = 0.5. By supposal, the mixing at the high flow ratio

should be greater than the mixing at the low flow ratio because a higher flow ratio

implies higher momentum of the injector pulsed flow which in turn displaces the

primary flow inside the mixing chamber. However, since the geometry of the

micro-channel is very narrow, the injected fluid at high injector pulse flow rates

may fill a major portion of the channel, which causes a low mixing rate. Thus, it is

surmised that there is an optimal flow ratio, primary flow rate and frequency to

create the greatest mixing.

From the images it can be noticed that the injector pulsed flow has strong

momentum compared to the primary flow at high Qr conditions as shown in Figure

6.3. The strong injector flow pushes the main flow to the opposite side of the

channel, but results in low mixing. This phenomenon may be caused by too high of
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an injector flow rate. And a low mixing rate occurs for all values of frequency, F,

when values of Qr are high. To better understand this, the effect of volume per

pulse of injector flow was studied. It was found that at the flow condition Q =

0.15 mI/mm, QT = 0.125, and F = 12 Hz (DoM = 0.89) which is shown in Figure

6.12, the volume per pulse of injector flow equals 0.0260 mm3/pulse when the

volume of the main channel between two injectors is 0.3 125 mm3. At the flow

condition Q = 0.10 mi/mm, Qr =2, and F = 5 Hz (D0M = 0.21), which is shown

in Figure 6.3, the volume per pulse of injector flow is 0.6667 mm3/pulse. In Figure

6.12(d), at the flow condition Q = 0.15 mI/mm, Q = 2, and F = 12 Hz (DoM =

0.26), the volume per pulse of injector flow is 0.4 166 mm3/pulse. Therefore,

when injector flow per pulse fills a major portion of the channel, at high values of

Qt, the result is a low mixing rate in the mixing channel. The best mixing in these

studies occurs when the pulse injector volume to volume of the main channel

between injector is 0.026/0.3 125 = 0.08, or roughly 10 %. The results from Figures

6.15 and 6.18 are consistent with the result from Figure 6.12.

In Figure 6.11, 6.13, 6.14, 6.16, 6.17, and 6.19, the flow for various Q, and

F values are presented to determine the trend of these factors on DoM. Unlike Qr,

Q and F seem to have a stronger relationship with each other on influencing DoM.

From Figure 6.30, the greater values of DoMs at low value of F (5 and 8 Hz)

mostly occur when Q, is low (0.01 and 0.05 mllmmn). It can be seen that for high

values of F (12 and 15 Hz) a greater DoM also occurs when Q is high (Q 0.15
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mi/mm). This illustrates the relationship between Q and F on DoM, namely that

greater mixing occurs when both Q and F are low. When Q is larger, high mixing

rates occur at higher value of F. Figure 6.13 shows the comparison of mixing

when parameters, Qr and F are kept constant at 0.125 and 12 Hz, respectively, and

Q is varied from 0.01 mi/mm to 0.20 mi/mm. For these conditions the volume per

pulse of the injector flows are 0.0017, 0.0174, 0.0260, and 0.0347mm3/pulse. In

comparison of the volume per pulse (= 0.0260 mm3/pulse) for Q, = 0.15 mllmin to

the volume per pulse (= 0.0347 mm3/pulse) for Q = 0.20 mI/mm, the DoM of the

Q = 0.15 condition is slightly higher than that of the Q = 0.20 condition. This

implies that too much volume per injector pulse may cause lower mixing rate.

Alternatively, DoM for the volume per injector pulse (= 0.0 174 mm3/pulse) of the

flow Q = 0.10 mi/mm is less than that for the flow Q = 0.15 mi/mm which has a

higher volume per pulse. This may imply that high mixing conditions maybe

optimized at a volume per inject pulse around 0.0260 mm3/pulse for these studies.

In this manner, at the flow condition Q = 0.01 mi/mm, which has the lowest value

of volume per pulse, the mixing rate should be least, but the DoM, which is shown

in Figure 6.13(a), is 0.81. The explanation of this phenomenon is discussed further

in Chapter 6.6. The results for the other values ofQ and F show this same trend of

an optimal value for the volume per pulse.

The discussion of the effect of volume per pulse in the previous paragraph

confirms the results in Figure 6.29, that high mixing rates mostly occur at the lower
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values ofQ especially when Qr = 0.125. But at the flow condition Q = 0.05

mi/mm in Figures 6.29 (b), it can be noticed that high mixing rates occur when Qr =

0.5 and decrease for Qr less than 0.5. This is because the injector pulsed flow at Qr

= 0.125 is very low. At higher values ofQ this decrease at low Qr is not as

obvious since the volume injected at the same value of QT increase as Q increases.

From the definition of p-value, which is presented in Chapter 4, it can be

used for evaluating the influence of the different variables. The lower p-value is, as

it approached zero, the more influence the parameter has on the variable of interest.

By using the data analysis function in EXCEL (or other statistic programs), each p-

value from the three main variables were calculated. In this manner p-value for

Qp, Qr, and F are 0.0 16, less than 10b0, and 0.00 1, respectively. From these p-value

results for Q, QT, and F, it can be concluded that all three parameters have a

reasonably strong effect on the mixing processes (p-value <0.05). Qr is taken to be

the most sensitive factor on the mixing since its p-value is much closer to zero than

the p-value forQ and F.

It seems as though F has a slightly greater influence on the mixing

process than Q,, although it cannot be confirmed that F has more impact on

the mixing than Q without increasing the range of the parameters in the

experiments. Therefore, Q and F are assumed to have nearly an equivalent

influence on DoM.



From the contour graphs of DoM in Figure 6.27 and Figure 6.28, one can

clearly see that DoM is strongly influenced by the variations of Qr. But the effects

of Q and F on DoMs seem small. The results interpreted from the contour graphs,

are consistent with the results from the p-value.
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Figure 6.30: DoM versus Q for a range of frequencies and Qr



6.5 NONDIMENSIONAL DATA CORRELATION

The values of DoMs at X = 6.45 mm (at the channel outlet) are

presented in Table 6.1. Since the results in Chapter 6.4 indicate that Q is the

most sensitive parameter on DoM, the fit curve for all DoM at X = 6.45 mm

was formulated by the relationship between two dimensionless P1 groups.

These are taken as D0M* =
DOMIQr

and P = QrXFXW2/V (presented in Chapter

4). It was found that these two PT groups can be formulated into a power law

equation as shown in Equation (6.2) and shown in Figure 6.31. Since this is a

power law equation, it can be expressed linearly by taking the logarithm of

both sides of the equation. The standard error of estimation (SEE) of this

relationship was determined. Plots are presented in Figure 6.32 and the

equation given as:

D0M* = 5.07P114 (6.2)

logDoM*=_1.l4logP +0.70 (6.3)

where SEE of the linear log-log plot is 0.21
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Figure 6.31: Correlation of D0M* versus P

After checking the sensitivity of the coefficient in Equation 6.2, it was

found that using only one significant digit of this coefficient (5) did not result

in any significant change of D0M*. However, the exponent for P requires at

least 2 or more significant figures.

In this study, only these two PT groups were found to fit the power law

curve. There may be other combinations of PT groups that can fit all these

data, but these correlations were not discovered. But it can be safely assumed

that Q, must be a main parameter of those other PT groups since the results in

Chapter 6.4 indicate that Qr is the most sensitive parameter in affecting DoM.
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6.6 LOW FLOW RATES MIXING

In Figure 6.27 and Figure 6.28, the DoM contours at X= 2.60 and 6.45

mm are presented. As Q decreases, it is seen that the mixing reduces as well.

But when Q, is very low at 0.01 mi/mm, DoM at X= 2.60 and 6.45 is seen to

increase. Upon checking the mixing image at the Q = 0.01 ml/min (as shown

in Figure 6.4), the mixing rate is seen to increase by the influence of mixing

that occurs inside the injector flow channel.

In this case, since Q, is very low at these low values ofQ, and Qr, the

mechanism of the diaphragm in the solenoids has an effect on the injector pulsed

flow. The back flow, as mentioned in Chapter 3, can cause the mainstream to flow

back into the injector channels, and mix the fluids before injecting them back into

the mainstream at the outflow portion of the pulse. This phenomenon is assumed to

be one of reasons causing high mixing to occur at low values of Q. Another

reason that may explain this is, at the value of Q, = 0.01 mi/mm, the further mixing

may occur along the main channel between the two injectors due to a longer

residence time.



CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH

7.1 RESEARCH CONCLUSIONS

It has been shown that the mixing rate in a high aspect ratio micro-channel

(125 pm deep and 1 mm wide) can be actively enhanced by inducing two offset

injector pulsed flows. The primary channel flow rate was varied along with the

flow ratio and pulse frequency (total of 175 cases). The degree of mixing is used as

a measure of quality of the mixing. From mapping of the results, the best mixing

(DoM = 0.89) is found at the flow condition Q, = 0.15 mI/mm, Qr = 0.125, and F =

12 Hz. The cycle-to-cycle repeatability of the results was found to be excellent.

Statistically, Qr is shown to be the parameter which has the most influence on the

mixing processes where high values of DoM occur at low values of Q1. It was

found that there is a relationship between Q and F on DoM which effects the

mixing inside the micro-channel. The data indicate that there is an optimum

primary flow rate, flow ratio and frequency for this micro-channel that induces the

highest degree of mixing within the channel. A non-dimensional representation of

the data found that the degree of mixing can be reasonably correlated with a single

parameter that identifies the pulsing and flow rate ratio of the primary and injection



flow streams. This is given in term of DOM* = DOM/Qr and P = QrxFxW2/v.

Using a Lagrangian analysis, the mixing rate through the main channel was found

to increase dramatically and immediately after each injector with minor mixing

occurring between the injectors. However, the degree to which this occurs depends

on the flow conditions.

7.2 FUTURE RESEARCH

A much more extensive study would be required to study in more detail the

effects of the various parameters on the mixing phenomena in micro-channels.

Increasing the range of Q and F is recommended to study the relationship between

Q and F on DoM and find other flow conditions which gives higher mixing rates.

Based on the results in Chapter 6, it was found that the higher values of Qr are

unnecessary because it will result in lower values of mixing. The lower values of

Q also give poor results because at very low values of Q the fluids primarily are

mixed by diffusion. From the non-dimensional correlation and volume per pulse

results, it is recommended to continue future research by increasing the values of

Q and F or decreasing the value of Qr to find better mixing condition. Moreover,

effects of the geometry of the primary channel, the geometry of the secondary

channels, the spacing between the pulse flows, and different phase angle pulse

flows are also of interest. A third additional injector located after the second



injector may achieve higher mixing rates as well, and may indicate different

optimal conditions.
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APPENDIX A: THERMAL COMPRESSIVE BONDING

The design and fabrication of the micro-channel test section was one of the

most important parts of this mixing research because the accuracy of results

depends on the precision of dimension of micro-channels. Forming the mixing

chamber by bonding several layers of materials was found to be one of the best

ways to create the mixing channels. There are many good bonding technique to

create mixing channel such as anodic bonding (Dharamatilleke et al., 2000), Gluing

(Sayah et al., 2000), and pressure and temperature bonding (Sayah et al., 2000). In

this study, we were interested in bonding by pressure and temperature because it is

a simple technique, is inexpensive, and can achieve good bonding quality.

After many bonding tests, it was found that at a pressure of 195.9 psi and at

a temperature of 285° F for 35 minutes, three layers of polycarbonate sheets, which

are clamped together, bond and form an excellent micro-mixing channel. The steps

of the bonding technique used in this study are given below:

Step 1: Arrange all components as shown in Figure Al. (Glass sheet is the

most important part for creating a smooth surface of the bonding channel)

Step 2: Use a torque wrench to screw all four bolts which create pressure of

195.9 psi on the bonding surface. In our case, we used four bolts and nuts size 6-

23. The torque on each bolt was 3 lbf-in. Equation (Al) is used to convert from

torque to pressure.

Torque = 0.2 x Force x Diameter of Bolt (Al)
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Step 3: Put the bonding set into the controlled oven at a temperature 285° F.

Step 4: After 20 minutes of heating, flip over the bonding set quickly and

continue heating for another 15 minutes. (The oven has a heating element on one

side, causing a higher temperature to occur on the bottom side of the bonding set.

Step 5: After 15 minutes, take bonding set out and let it naturally cool to

room temperature.

Two Aluminum
Clamps 0.5 cm
thick

Two smooth
Aluminum
block, 1 cm
thick

Figure A.1: Thermal compressive bonding setup

4 Bolts & Nuts
Size 6-32

Two LEXAN
3 mm sheets

LEXAN
125 pm film

Two smooth
glass plates,
1/16"thick
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APPENDIX B: FLOW CALIBRATION TEST

The calibration of pulse flow ioop can be made by measuring the mass of

fluid at specified time intervals. To do this, the outlet flow from the solenoid valve

was directed to a small beaker, which was sealed at the top to reduce the

vaporization of fluid. After a specified interval, the fluid accumulated inside the

beaker was suddenly measured by a mass balance, Tech-science model SA 80,

which has an uncertainty 0.0002 g. By subtracting the total weight of the beaker

and fluids inside the beaker with the average initial weight of the beaker (three

measurements), the mass of fluid inside the beaker is measured. An example of the

uncertainty calculations for the solenoid valve with the syringe pump at a flow rate

of 0.01 mI/mm is presented in the following:

The mass uncertainty:

Mass balance: Resolution = 0.0001 g (U = ½ x resolution)

Linearity = 0.0002 g (U1 = 0.0002 g)

Umassbalance = JU,2 + U12 = .10.00012 + 0.00022 0.0002g

Uvaporized = 0.00lOg (This value is estimated by measuring the mass

change of fluid inside the beaker one minute after the first measurement

Umass = jUmassbalance2 + Uvaporized2 0.00 lOg

The time uncertainty:

Stopwatch: uncertainty, Uwatch = 0.5 second



Utime 0.5 second = 0.0083 mm

(The mass uncertainty and the time uncertainty are constant in every flow rate)

The propagation of uncertainty in the variables

mass mForMassFlowRate = m = = -
time t

The resulting Kline-McClintock's theory (presented in the equation 3.3),

Urn
J (Umass )2

+
m Utime)2

For volume flow rate = 0.01 mI/mm

Average of 20 repetitions of the actual flow rate = 0.0099 mI/mm 0.0099 g/min

Standard deviation of the actual flow rate = 0.000 1 ml/min

So the uncertainty of the actual flow rate, Uactuai

U actual (0.0010)2
+

0.00990.0083)2 = 0.00lOg / mm = 0.00lOml / mm

From the student-t distribution,

For v =19 get t95 = 2.093

Ustatistic = 2.093 x 0.000 1 = 0.0002 1 mllmin

Utotal = VUactual2 + Ustatistic2

Utotal = .j0.00102 + 0.000212 = 0.00lOml/min

So, Actual volume flow rate = 0.0099±0.0010 mI/mm
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Table B. 1 includes all the data and uncertainty of the injector flow for flow

rates from 0.01 to 0.40 mI/mm

Table B.1: Injector pulse flow calibration

Flow rate = 0.01 mI/mm., Temp. =72 F, Freq. =3 Hz

mass
(g) time flow rate

mm sec
1/100
second total (mm) (mi/mm)

0.1014 10 0 49 10.00816667 0.0102
0.0973 10 0 12 10.002 0.0097
0.0979 10 0 0 10 0.0098
0.0978 9 59 87 9.997833333 0.0098
0.0998 9 59 98 9.999666667 0.0100

0.197 19 59 84 19.99733333 0.0099
0.1938 20 0 10 20.00166667 0.0097
0.2001 20 0 9 20.0015 0.0100
0.1954 19 59 87 19.99783333 0.0098
0.1946 20 0 31 20.00516667 0.0097
0.2992 29 59 84 29.99733333 0.0100
0.2994 30 0 3 30.0005 0.0100
0.2919 30 0 13 30.00216667 0.0097
0.2941 30 0 21 30.0035 0.0098
0.2954 30 0 13 30.00216667 0.0099
0.5838 59 59 97 59.9995 0.0097
0.5862 60 0 12 60.002 0.0098
0.5932 60 0 27 60.0045 0.0099
0.5901 59 59 92 59.99866667 0.0099
0.5984 60 0 32 60.00533333 0.01 00

AVE 0.0099
STD 0.0001

Student -t Distribution for degree of freedom = 19, t(95%) =2.093
Umass = 0.0010 g and Utime =0.0083 mm (see topic3.2.2)
Uactual 0.0010 mI/mm

Ustatistic 0.0003 mI/mm

Utotal 0.0010 mI/mm

%error 10.5051

Continued



Flow rate = 0.03 mI/mm., Temp. =72 F, Freq. = 3 Hz

mass
(g) time flow rate

mm sec
1/100
second total(min) (mI/mm)

0.2955 10 0 3 10.0005 0.0296
0.2995 10 0 19 10.00316667 0.0300
0.2963 10 0 15 10.0025 0.0297
0.2964 10 0 25 10.00416667 0.0297
0.3003 9 59 97 9.9995 0.0301
0.6003 20 0 3 20.0005 0.0301
0.5991 19 59 83 19.99716667 0.0300
0.6002 20 0 13 20.00216667 0.0301
0.5928 19 59 83 19.99716667 0.0297

0.591 20 0 7 20.00116667 0.0296
0.8898 30 0 2 30.00033333 0.0297
0.8979 30 0 21 30.0035 0.0300
0.8889 29 59 86 29.99766667 0.0297
0.8897 30 0 2 30.00033333 0.0297
0.9007 30 0 32 30.00533333 0.0301
1.8007 60 0 24 60.004 0.0301
1.7973 60 0 18 60.003 0.0300
1.7923 60 0 5 60.00083333 0.0299
1.7893 59 59 92 59.99866667 0.0299
1.7883 60 0 9 60.0015 0.0299

AVE 0.0299

STD 0.0002
Student -t Distribution for degree of freedom = 19, t(95%) =2.093
Umass 0.0010 g and Utime =0.0083 mm (see topic3.2.2)
Uactuat 0.0010 mI/mm

Ustatistic 0.0004 mI/mm

Utotal 0.0011 mI/mm

%error 3.6735

Continued



Flow rate = 0.05 mI/mm., Temp. =72 F, Freq. =3 Hz

97

mass
(g) time flow rate

mm second
1/100
second total (mm) (mI/mm)

0.4955 10 0 3 10.0005 0.0496
0.4907 10 0 21 10.0035 0.0492
0.4994 9 59 90 9.998333333 0.0500
0.4954 9 59 81 9.996833333 0.0497
0.4948 10 0 3 10.0005 0.0496
0.9882 20 0 0 20 0.0495
0.9889 20 0 3 20.0005 0.0495
0.9897 20 0 18 20.003 0.0496
0.9932 20 0 7 20.00116667 0.0498
0.9904 20 0 13 20.00216667 0.0496
1.4918 30 0 0 30 0.0498
1.4972 30 0 14 30.00233333 0.0500
1.4982 30 0 22 30.00366667 0.0500
1.4948 30 0 0 30 0.0499
1.4944 29 59 89 29.99816667 0.0499
2.9912 59 59 97 59.9995 0.0500
2.9879 59 59 87 59.99783333 0.0499
2.9903 60 0 11 60.00183333 0.0499
2.9897 60 0 5 60.00083333 0.0499
2.9934 60 0 21 60.0035 0.0500

AVE 0.0498

STD 0.0002
Student -t Distribution for degree of freedom = 19, t(95%) =2.093
Umass = 0.0010 g and Utime =0.0083 mm (see topic3.2.2)
Uactual 0.0011 mI/mm

Ustatistic 0.0005 mI/mm

Utotal 0.0012 mI/mm

%error 2.3876

Continued



Flow rate = 0.10 mi/mm., Temp. =72 F, Freq. =3 Hz

mass
(g) time flow rate

mm sec
1/100
second total(min) (mi/mm)

0.4525 4 33 60 4.56 0.0994
0.4139 4 9 34 4.155666667 0.0998
0.4102 4 12 50 4.208333333 0.0977
0.3952 4 11 65 4.194166667 0.0944
0.4214 4 21 97 4.366166667 0.0967
0.4655 4 42 47 4.707833333 0.0991
0.5398 5 23 89 5.398166667 0.1002
0.5274 5 21 12 5.352 0.0987
0.5311 5 22 9 5.368166667 0.0991
0.4558 4 34 5 4.5675 0.1000
0.4517 4 32 68 4.544666667 0.0996
0.4212 4 14 76 4.246 0.0994
0.5245 5 20 56 5.342666667 0.0984
0.4049 4 10 23 4.1705 0.0973
0.4494 4 32 97 4.5495 0.0990
0.4975 5 0 47 5.007833333 0.0995
0.5003 5 1 36 5.022666667 0.0998
0.5001 5 0 89 5.014833333 0.0999
0.5039 5 2 1 5.0335 0.1003
0.5298 5 22 68 5.378 0.0987

AVE 0.0989
STD 0.0014

Student -t Distribution for degree of freedom = 19, t(95%) =2.093
Umass = 0.0010 g and Utime =0.0083 mm (see topic3.2.2)
Uactual 0.0013 mI/rn in
Ustatistic 0.0030 mI/mm

Utotal 0.0032 mI/mm

%error 3.2832

Continued



Flow rate = 0.40 mi/mm., Temp. =72 F, Freq. = 3 Hz

mass
(g) time flow rate

mm sec
1/100

second total (mm) (mi/mm)

0.9997 2 30 48 2.508 0.3994
1.0057 2 31 2 2.517 0.4004
1.0086 2 31 66 2.527666667 0.3998
1.0044 2 30 97 2.516166667 0.4000
1.0068 2 31 33 2.522166667 0.4000
0.8681 2 10 75 2.179166667 0.3992
0.8747 2 11 56 2.192666667 0.3997
0.8645 2 9 84 2.164 0.4003
0.8633 2 9 97 2.166166667 0.3993
0.8663 2 10 22 2.170333333 0.4000
1.0587 2 39 4 2.650666667 0.4002
1.0549 2 38 77 2.646166667 0.3995
1.0597 2 39 45 2.6575 0.3996
1.0551 2 40 89 2.6815 0.3943
1.0656 2 41 23 2.687166667 0.3973
1.567 3 55 67 3.927833333 0.3997

1.5634 3 55 23 3.9205 0.3996
1.5612 3 55 6 3.917666667 0.3993
1.5653 3 55 97 3.932833333 0.3988
1.5698 3 56 33 3.938833333 0.3993

AVE 0.3993

STD 0.0013
Student -t Distribution for degree of freedom = 19, t(95%) =2.093
Umass = 0.0010 g and Utime =0.0083 mm (see topic3.2.2)
Uactual 0.0035 mI/mm

Ustatistic 0.0028 mI/mm

Utotal 0.0045 mllmin
%error 1.1189
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APPENDIX C: DATA ANALYSIS PROGRAMS

Image repeatability at same phase angle
clear;

freq=input('Enter the frequency');
num=input('Enter the number of picture');
flow=input('Enter the primary flow rate');
ratio=input('Enter the ratio of flow');
n=[num2str(freq),'hzOOOO.tif]
a=imread(n);

Iptsetpref('imshowAxesvisible','on');
figure(1);
imshow(a);

figure(2);
at=imnoise(a,'gaussian',O,O.00OOOOOOO 1);
at2wiener2(at,[5 5]);
imshow(at2)
pixval

xl=input('Enter beginning x pixel ');
x2=input('Enter ending x pixel ');

T1={];

T3=[];
T4=[];
T5=[];
T6=[];
for b=1:num

if b<1 1

k=[num2str(freq) ,'hz000',num2str(b- 1),'.tif']
else
k=[num2str(freq),'hzOO',num2str(b- 1 ),'.tif]
end
g = imread(k);
at=imnoise(g,'gaussian',O,O.00OOOOOOO 1);
t=wiener2(at,[5 5]);
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T1=[T1 ;t(5,x 1 :x2)];
T2=[T2;t(134,xi :x2)];
T3=[T3 ;t( 1 84,x 1 :x2)];
T4=[T4;t(327,xl :x2)J;
T5=[T5 ;t(403 ,x 1 :x2)];
T6=[T6;t(450,x 1 :x2)];

Ti =double(T 1);
T2=double(T2);

T3=double(T3);
T4=double(T4);
T5=double(T5);
T6=double(T6);

if b==1
pic0=wiener2(at,[5 5]);

elseif b==2
picl=wiener2(at,[5 5]);

elseif b==3
pic2=wiener2(at,[5 5]);

elseif b==4
pic3=wiener2(at,[5 5]);

elseif b==5
pic4=wiener2(at,[5 5]);

elseif b==6
pic5=wiener2(at,[5 5]);

elseif b==7
pic6=wiener2(at,{5 5]);

elseif b=8
pic7=wiener2(at,[5 5]);

elseif b==9
pic8=wiener2(at,[5 5]);

elseif b==10
pic9=wiener2(at,[5 5]);

elseif b==1 1
pic 10=wiener2(atjS 5]);

elseif b==12
pici 1=wiener2(at,[5 5]);

elseif b==13
picl2=wiener2(at,[5 5]);

elseif b==14
pic13wiener2(at,[5 5]);
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elseif b==15
pic 14=wiener2(at, [5 5]);

end
end
for i=1:num

forj= 1:(x2-xl+1)
if T1(i,j)< 38.1

Tal(i,j)= 100;
else

Tal(i,j)= 5.166984695 1471 1e010*(T1(i,j))I\5 -3.90945524529946e-
007*(T1(i,j))4 +0.000106450306793332*(T1(i,j)y3
0.01 15321857066599*(T1(i,j)y20. 141715888104587 *T1(i,j)+1 16.98261305805;

end
if T2(i,j)< 38.1

Ta2(i,j)= 100;
else
Ta2(i,j)= 5.16698469514711 e-0 10*(T2(i,j))A5 -3 .90945524529946e-

007*(T2(i,j)y4 +0.000106450306793332*(T2(i,j)y3
0.0115321857066599*(T2(i,j))A2O. 141715888104587 *T2(i,j)+1 16.98261305805;

end
if T3(i,j)< 38.1

Ta3(i,j)= 100;
else

Ta3(i,j)= 5.166984695 1471 1e010*(T3(i,j))1'5 -3.90945524529946e-
007*(T3(i,j)y4 +0.000 106450306793332*(T3(i,j))A3
0.0115321857066599*(T3(i,j)y.20.141715888104587 *T3(i,j)+116.98261305805;

end
if T4(i,j)< 38.1

Ta4(i,j)= 100;
else

Ta4(i,j)= 5.1669846951471 1e010*(T4(i,j))A5 -3.90945524529946e-
007*(T4(i,j)y4 +0.000106450306793332*(T4(i,j))A3
0.01 15321857066599*(T4(i,j)y2O.1417158881O4587 *14(i,j)+1 16.98261305805;

end
if T5(i,j)< 38.1

Ta5(i,j)= 100;
else

Ta5(i,j)= 5.16698469514711e010*(T5(i,j)y5 -3.90945524529946e-
007*(T5(i,j))A4 +0.000 106450306793332*(T5(i,j)y3
0.01 15321857066599*çr5(i,j)y2o. 141715888104587 *T5(j,j)+1 16.98261305805;

end
if T6(i,j)< 38.1

Ta6(i,j)= 100;
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else
Ta6(i,j)= 5.1669846951471 1e010*(T6(i,j)y5 -3.90945524529946e-

007*(T6(i,j))4 +0.000 106450306793332*(T6(i,j))I\3
0.01 15321857066599*(T6(i,j))A20.i41715888104587 *T6(j,j)+1 16.98261305805;

end
end

end

iffreq== 10
TD1 =[Tal(1,:); Tal(4,:); Tal(7,:)J;
TD2 =[Ta2( 1,:); Ta2(4,:); Ta2(7,:)];
TD3 [Ta3(1,:); Ta3(4,:); Ta3(7,:)];
TD4 =[Ta4(1,:); Ta4(4,:); Ta4(7,:)J;
TD5 =[Ta5(1,:); Ta5(4,:); Ta5(7,:)J;
TD6 =[Ta6(1 ,:); Ta6(4,:); Ta6(7,:)];
figure(3), hold on, plot(Tal (1 ,:),'r+'), plot(Tal (4,:),'go'), plot(Tal (7,:),'b*')
legend('First Image',' 1St repeat','2nd repeat',- 1)

title(['% of food color solution of cross-section X = 0 at primary flow
',num2str(flow),' mllmin, flow ratio = ',ratio,', and frequency ',num2str(freq),' Hz'])

Xlabel('Y-Position')
Ylabel('% of food color solution')

figure(4), hold on, plot(Ta3( 1, :),'r+'), plot(Ta3(4, : ),'go'), plot(Ta3(7, ),'b*')
legend('First Image',' 1St repeat','2nd repeat',- 1)

title(['% of food color solution of cross-section X = 179 at primary flow
',num2str(flow),' mI/mm, flow ratio = ',ratio,', and frequency ',num2str(freq),' Hz'])

Xlabel('Y-Position')
Ylabel('% of food color solution')

figure(S), hold on, plot(Ta6( 1 ,:),'r+'), plot(Ta6(4,:),'go'), plot(Ta6(7,:),'b*')
legend('First Image',' 1St repeat','2nd repeat',- 1)

title(['% of food color solution of cross-section X = 445 at primary flow
',num2str(flow),' mI/mm, flow ratio = ',ratio,', and frequency ',num2str(freq),' Hz'])

Xlabel('Y-Position')
Ylabel('% of food color solution')

elseif freq== 5
TD1 =[Tal(1,:); Tal(7,:); Tal(13,:)];
TD2 =[Ta2(1,:); Ta2(7,:); Ta2(13,:)];
TD3 =Ta3(1,:); Ta3(7,:); Ta3(13,:)];
TD4 =[Ta4(1,:); Ta4(7,:); Ta4(13,:)];
TD5 =[Ta5(1,:); Ta5(7,:); Ta5(13,:)];
TD6 =[Ta6(1,:); Ta6(7,:); Ta6(13,:)];
figure(3), hold on, plot(Tal(1 ,:),'r+'), plot(Tal(7,:),'go'), plot(Tal(13,:),'b*')
legend('First Image',' 1st repeat','2nd repeat',- 1)
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title(['% of food color solution of cross-section X = 0 at primary flow
',num2str(flow),' mI/mm, flow ratio = ',ratio,', and frequency ',num2str(freq),' Hz'])

Xlabel('Y-Position')
Ylabel('% of food color solution')

figure(4), hold on, plot(Ta3(1 ,:),'r-i-'), plot(Ta3(7,:),'go'), plot(Ta3( 13,:),'b*')
legend('First Image',' 1st repeat','2nd repeat',- 1)

title(['% of food color solution of cross-section X = 179 at primary flow
',num2str(flow),' mi/mm, flow ratio = ',ratio,', and frequency ',num2str(freq),' Hz'])

Xlabel('Y-Position')
Ylabel('% of food color solution')

figure(5), hold on, plot(Ta6(1 , : ),'r+'), piot(Ta6(7,:),'go'), plot(Ta6( 13, :),'b*')
legend('First Image',' 1St repeat','2nd repeat',- 1)

title(['% of food color solution of cross-section X = 445 at primary flow
',num2str(flow),' mi/mm, flow ratio = ',ratio,', and frequency ',num2str(freq),' Hz'])

XlabeI('Y-Position')
Ylabel('% of food color solution')

elseif freq==15
TD1 =[Tal(1,:); Tal(3,:); Tal(5,:)];
TD2 =[Ta2(1,:); Ta2(3,:); Ta2(5,:)];
TD3 =[Ta3(1,:); Ta3(3,:); Ta3(5,:)];
TD4 =[Ta4(1,:); Ta4(3,:); Ta4(5,:)];
TD5 =[Ta5(1,:); Ta5(3,:); Ta5(5,:)];
TD6 =[Ta6(1,:); Ta6(3,:); Ta6(5,:)];
figure(3), hold on, plot(Tal (1, :),'r+'), piot(Tal (3, :),'go'), piot(Tal (5 ,:),'b*')
legend('First Image','l St repeat','2nd repeat',- 1)

title(['% of food color solution of cross-Section X =0 at primary flow
',num2str(flow),' mi/mm, flow ratio = ',ratio,', and frequency ',num2str(freq),' Hz'])

Xlabel('Y-Position')
Ylabel('% of food color solution')

figure(4), hold on, plot(Ta3(1 , :),'r+'), piot(Ta3(3 ,:),'go'), plot(Ta3(5 ,:),'b*')
legend('First Image',' 1st repeat','2nd repeat',- 1)

title(['% of food color solution of cross-section X = 179 at primary flow
',num2str(flow),' mi/mm, flow ratio = ',ratio,', and frequency ',num2str(freq),' Hz'])

Xlabel('Y-Position')
Ylabel('% of food color solution')

figure(S), hold on, plot(Ta6( 1,:) ,'r+'), plot(Ta6(3 ,:),'go'), piot(Ta6(5 ,:),'b*')
iegend('First Image','lst repeat','2nd repeat',-l)

% title(['% of food color solution of cross-section X = 445 at primary flow
',num2str(flow),' mllmin, flow ratio = ',ratio,', and frequency ',num2str(freq),' Hz'])

Xlabel('Y-Position')
Ylabel('% of food color solution')

end
STDofFD1 = std(doubie(TD1));
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STDoITD2 = std(double(TD2));
STDofTD3 = std(double(TD3));
STDofTD4 = std(double(TD4));
STDoffD5 = std(double(TD5));
STDofTD6 = std(double(TD6));
figure(6), hold on
plot(STDoITD 1 ,'r+'),

plot(STDofFD2,'go'),plot(STDofTD3 ,'b*'),plot(STD0fTD4,'mx'),plot(STD0fFD5,'y
s'),plot(STD0fTD6,'k")

legend('STDofX=O','STDofX=l 29','STDofX= 1 79','STDofX=322','STDofX=398','S
TDofX=445',-l)
title(['STD of repeat image at primary flow ',num2str(flow),' mllmin, flow ratio =

',ratio,' , and frequency ',num2str(freq),' liz'])
Xlabel('Y-Position')
YlabeI('STD')

DoM evaluation program
clear
freq=input('Enter the frequency');
num=input('Enter the number of picture');
%flow=input('Enter the primary flow rate');
%ratio=input('Enter the ratio of flow');
n= [num2str(freq),'hzOOOO.tif]
a=imread(n);
a=a(:,:,1);

Iptsetpref('imshowAxesvisible','on');
figure( 1);
imshow(a);

figure(2);
at=imnoise(a,'gaussian',O,O.00OOOOOOO 1);
at2=wiener2(at,[5 5]);
imshow(at2)
pixval

%xl=input('Enter beginning x pixel ');
%x2=input('Enter ending x pixel ');
xl = 126;
x2= 185;
T1=[];
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T2=[J;
T3=[];
T4=[];
T5=[];
T6=[];
for b=1:num

if b<1 1
k=[num2str(freq),'hz000',num2str(b- 1 ),'.tif];

else
k=[num2str(freq),'hzOO',num2str(b- 1 ),'.tif];
end
g = imread(k);
at=imnoise(g,gaussian',0,0.000000000 1);
t=wiener2(atj5 5]);

Ti =[T 1 ;t(5 ,x 1 :x2)];
T2=[T2;t(134,xl :x2)];
T3=[T3;t(i84,xl :x2)J;
T4=[T4;t(327,x 1 :x2)};
T5=[T5 ;t(403 ,xi :x2)];
T6=[T6;t(450,x 1 :x2)};

end
Ti =double(T 1);
T2=double(T2);
T3=double(T3);
T4=double(T4);
T5=double(T5);
T6=double(T6);
Ca=0;

Cb=iOO;
Cm=0.5*(Ca+Cb)
DOM1=[];
DOM2={];
DOM3=[];
DOM4=[];
DOM5=[J;
DOM6=[];
for i=1:num

forj= 1:(x2-xl+1)
if T1(i,j)< 38.1
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Tal(i,j)= 100;
else

Tal (i,j)= 0.000000000352*(T1 (i,j))A5 -0.0000003 19773*(T1 (i,j))"4
+0.000103054988*(T1(i,j))A30.013460571710*(T1(i,j))A2+0.1 16300361629
*T 1(i,j)+ 109.39943 8222664;

end
if T2(i,j)< 38.1

Ta2(i,j)= 100;
else

Ta2(i ,j)= 0.000000000352*(T2(i ,j))"5 0.000000319773* (T2(i ,j))"4
+0.000103054988*(T2(i,j))A30.013460571710*(T2(i,j))A2+0. 116300361629
*T2(i,j)+109.399438222664;

end
if T3(i,j)< 38.1

Ta3(i,j)= 100;
else

Ta3 (i,j)= 0.0000000003 52*(T3 (i,j))"5 -0.000000319773 *(T3(i,j))A4
+0.000103054988*(T3(i,j))A30.013460571710*(T3(i,j))A2+0.1 16300361629
*T3(i,j)+ 109.399438222664;

end
if T4(i,j)< 38.1

Ta4(i,j)= 100;
else

Ta4(i,j)= 0.000000000352*(T4(i,j))A5 -0.000000319773 *(T4(i,j))A4
I0.000103054988*(T4(i,j))A30.01346o571710*(T4(i,j)y\2+0.1 16300361629
*T4(i,j)+ 109.399438222664;

end
if T5(i,j)< 38.1

Ta5(i,j)= 100;
else

Ta5(i,j)= 0.000000000352*(T5(i,j))I5 -0.000000319773 *(T5(i ,j ))A4
+0.000103054988*(T5(i,j)y30.013460571710*(T5(i,j)y2+0.1 16300361629
*T5(i,j)+109.399438222664;

end
if T6(i,j)< 38.1

Ta6(i,j)= 100;
else

Ta6(i,j)= 0.000000000352*(T6(i ,j ))"5 -0.000000319773 *(T6(i,j))A4
+0.000103054988*(T6(i,j)y30.01346057 1710*(T6(i,j))%2+0.1 16300361629
*T6(i,j)+109.399438222664;

end
end
Domi = 1 -(sqrt(mean2((Tal (i, :)-Cm)."2)))/Cm;
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DOM1 = [DOM1 Domi];
Dom2 = 1(sqrt(mean2((Ta2(i,:)Cm).A2)))/Cm;
DOM2 = [DOM2 Dom2j;
Dom3 = 1 -(sqrt(mean2((Ta3(i, :)-Cm)!'2)))/Cm;
DOM3 [DOM3 Dom3];
Dom4 = 1-(sqrt(mean2((Ta4(i, :)-Cm)!'2)))/Cm;
DOM4 = [DOM4 Dom4];
Dom5 = 1 -(sqrt(mean2((Ta5(i, :)-Cm)/'2)))/Cm;
DOMS = [DOM5 Dom5];
Dom6 = 1 -(sqrt(mean2((Ta6(i,:)-Cm).'2)))/Cm;
DOM6 = [DOM6 Dom6];

end

if freq == 8

ifnum== 15
D1=DOM1;
D2=DOM2;
D3=DOM3;
D4=DOM4;
D5=DOM5;
D6=DOM6;

elseif num == 30
D1=[DOM1(1,1 : 15);DOM1(1,16:30)];
D2=[DOM2(1,1: 15);DOM2(1,16:30)];
D3=[DOM3(1,1 : 15);DOM3(1 ,16:30)];
D4=[DOM4(1 ,1:1 5);DOM4(1 ,16:30)];
D5=[DOMS(1 ,1: 15);DOM5(1,16:30)];
D6=[DOM6(1,1 : 15);DOM6(1 ,16:30)];
else

D1=[DOM1(1 ,1 : 15);DOM1(1,16:30);DOM1(1 ,3 1:45)1;
D2=[DOM2(1 , 1: 15);DOM2(1,16:30);DOM2(1,3 1:45)];
D3=[DOM3(1,1: 15);DOM3(1 ,16:30);DOM3(1 ,3 1:45)];
D4=[DOM4(1 ,1 : 15);DOM4(1 ,16:30);DOM4(1,3 1:45)];
D5={DOM5(1,1: 15);DOM5(1 ,16:30);DOM5(1 ,3 1:45)];
D6=[DOM6(1 , 1: 15);DOM6(1,16:30);DOM6(1,3 1:45)];
end

DOM1 = [D1(:,1) D1(:,5) D1(:,9) D1(:,13) D1(:,2) D1(:,6) D1(:,10) D1(:,14)
D1(:,3) D1(:,7) D1(:,1 1) D1(:,15) D1(:,4) D1(:,8) D1(:,12)];

DOM2 = [D2(:,1) D2(:,5) D2(:,9) D2(:,13) D2(:,2) D2(:,6) D2(:,10) D2(:,14)
D2(:,3) D2(:,7) D2(:,11) D2(:,15) D2(:,4) D2(:,8) D2(:,12)];
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DOM3 = [D3(:,1) D3(:,5) D3(:,9) D3(:,13) D3(:,2) D3(:,6) D3(:,10) D3(:,14)
D3(:,3) D3(:,7) D3(:,11) D3(:,15) D3(:,4) D3(:,8) D3(:,12)];

DOM4 = [D4(:,1) D4(:,5) D4(:,9) D4(:,13) D4(:,2) D4(:,6) D4(:,10) D4(:,14)
D4(:,3) D4(:,7) D4(:,11) D4(:,15) D4(:,4) D4(:,8) D4(:,12)];

DOM5 = {D5(:,1) D5(:,5) D5(:,9) D5(:,13) D5(:,2) D5(:,6) D5(:,10) D5(:,14)
D5(:,3) D5(:,7) D5(:,11) D5(:,15) D5(:,4) D5(:,8) D5(:,12)];

DOM6 = [D6(:,1) D6(:,5) D6(:,9) D6(:,13) D6(:,2) D6(:,6) D6(:,10) D6(:,14)
D6(:,3) D6(:,7) D6(:,11) D6(:,15) D6(:,4) D6(:,8) D6(:,12)];

t=[0 2448 72 96 120 144 168 192 216 240 264 288 312 3361;

elseiffreq== 12

if num = 5
D1=DOM1;
D2=DOM2;
D3=DOM3;
D4=DOM4;
D5=DOM5;
D6=DOM6;
elseif num == 10
D1=[DOM1(1,1 :5);DOM1(1,6: 10)1;
D2=[DOM2(1,1 :5);DOM2(1 ,6: 10)];
D3={DOM3(1 ,1 :5);DOM3(1 ,6: 10)];
D4=[DOM4(1 ,1 :5);DOM4(1 ,6: 10)];
D5=[DOMS(l , 1 :5);DOM5(1 ,6: 10)];
D6=[DOM6(1 ,1 :5);DOM6(1,6: 10)];

else
D1={DOM1(1,1:5);DOM1(1,6:10);DOM1(1,1 1:15)];
D2=[DOM2(1,1:5);DOM2(1,6: 10);DOM2(1,1 1:15)];
D3=[DOM3(1 , 1 :5);DOM3(1 ,6: 10);DOM3(1 ,1 1:15)];
D4=[DOM4(1,1:5);DOM4(1,6:10);DOM4(1,1 1:15)];
D5=[DOMS(1,1:5);DOM5(1,6:1O);DOM5(1,1 1:15)];
D6=[DOM6(1 ,1 :5);DOM6(1 ,6: 10);DOM6(1 ,1 1:15)];
end

DOM1 =[D1(:,1) D1(:,4) D1(:,2) D1(:,5) D1(:,3)];
DOM2 ={D2(:,1) D2(:,4) D2(:,2) D2(:,5) D2(:,3)];
DOM3 =[D3(:,1) D3(:,4) D3(:,2) D3(:,5) D3(:,3)];
DOM4 =[D4(:,1) D4(:,4) D4(:,2) D4(:,5) D4(:,3)];
DOM5 =[D5(:,1) D5(:,4) D5(:,2) D5(:,5) D5(:,3)];
DOM6 ={D6(:,1) D6(:,4) D6(:,2) D6(:,5) D6(:,3)];
t=[0 72 144 216 288];
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elseif freq == 5

if num == 6

D1=DOM1;
D2=DOM2;
D3=DOM3;
D4=DOM4;
D5=DOM5;
D6=DOM6;

elseif num == 12

D1=[DOM1(1,1:6);DOM1(1,7:12)];

D2=[DOM2(1 , 1 :6);DOM2(1 ,7: 12)];

D3=[DOM3(1 ,1 :6);DOM3(1 ,7: 12)];

D4=[DOM4( 1,1 :6);DOM4(1 ,7: 12)];

D5=[DOM5(1 , 1 :6);DOM5(1 ,7: 12)];

D6=[DOM6(1 ,1 :6);DOM6(1 ,7: 12)];

else
D1=[DOM1(1,1:6);DOM1(1,7: 12);DOM1(1,13: 18)1;

D2=[DOM2(1,1:6);DOM2(1,7: 12);DOM2(1,13: 18)];

D3=[DOM3 (1,1 :6);DOM3( 1,7:1 2);DOM3( 1,13:18)];

D4=[DOM4(1,1 :6);DOM4(1 ,7: 12);DOM4(1 ,13: 18)];

D5=[DOM5(1,1:6);DOM5(1,7: 12);DOM5(1 ,13: 18)];

D6=[DOM6(1 ,1 :6);DOM6(1 ,7: 12);DOM6(1 ,13: 18)];

end
DOM1D1;
DOM2=D2;
DOM3=D3;
DOM4=D4;
DOM5=D5;
DOM6=D6;
t=[0 60 120 180 240 300];

elseif freq ==10

if num = 3

D1=DOM1;
D2=DOM2;
D3=DOM3;
D4=DOM4;
D5=DOM5;
D6=DOM6;

elseif num == 6

D1=[DOM1(1,1 :3);DOM1(1 ,4:6)];
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D2=[DOM2(1 .1 :3);DOM2(1 ,4:6)1;

D3=[DOM3(1 ,1 :3);DOM3(1 ,4:6)];

D4=[DOM4(1 ,1 :3);DOM4(1 ,4:6)];

D5=[DOM5(1 ,1 :3);DOM5(1,4:6)];

D6=[DOM6( 1,1 :3);DOM6(1 ,4:6)J;

else
D1=[DOM1(1,1:3);DOM1(1,4:6);DOM1(1,7:9)];

D2=[DOM2(1 ,1 :3);DOM2(1 ,4:6);DOM2(1 ,7:9)};

D3=[DOM3(1 ,1 :3);DOM3(1 ,4:6);DOM3(1 ,7:9)};

D4=[DOM4(1 .1 :3);DOM4(1 ,4:6);DOM4(1 ,7:9)};

D5=[DOM5(1 ,1 :3);DOM5(1 ,4:6);DOM5(1,7:9)];

D6=[DOM6(1 ,1 :3);DOM6(1 ,4:6);DOM6(1 ,7:9)];

end
DOM1=D1;
DOM2=D2;
DOM3=D3;
DOM4=D4;
DOM5=D5;
DOM6=D6;
t=[0 120 240];

else freq == 15

if num == 2

D1=DOM1;
D2=DOM2;
D3=DOM3;
D4=DOM4;
D5=DOM5;
D6=DOM6;

elseif num == 4

Dl=[DOM1(1,1 :2);DOM1(1,3:4)];

D2=[DOM2(1 , 1 :2);DOM2(1 ,3:4)];

D3=[DOM3(1 ,1 :2);DOM3(1,3:4)];

D4=[DOM4(1 .1 :2);DOM4(1 ,3:4)];

D54D0M5(1 ,1 :2);DOM5(1 ,3:4)};

D6[DOM6( 1,1 :2);DOM6( 1,3:4)];

else
Dl =[DOM 1(1,1: 2);DOM 1(1,3 :4);DOM 1(1,5:6)1;

D2=[DOM2(1 ,1 :2);DOM2(1 ,3 :4);DOM2(1 ,5 :6)];

D3=[DOM3(1, 1 :2);DOM3(1 ,3:4);DOM3(1,5:6)];

D4=[DOM4(1 .1 :2);DOM4( 1 ,3:4);DOM4(1 ,5:6)];

D5=[DOM5(1 ,1 :2);DOM5(1 ,3:4);DOM5(1 ,5:6)];
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D6=[DOM6(1 , 1 :2);DOM6(1 ,3 :4);DOM6(1 ,5 :6)];
end
DOM1=D1;
DOM2=D2;
DOM3=D3;
DOM4=D4;
DOM5=D5;
DOM6=D6;
t=[0 180];

end

PhaseAveDOM 1 = mean(DOM1 , 1);
PhaseAveDOM2= mean(DOM2, 1);
PhaseAveDOM3= mean(DOM3, 1);
PhaseAveDOM4= mean(DOM4, 1);
PhaseAveDOM5= mean(DOM5, 1);
PhaseAveDOM6= mean(DOM6, 1);
StdPhaseAveDOM = [std(DOM1); Std(DOM2);std(DOM3);
Std(DOM4);std(DOM5); Std(DOM6)]
figure(3), plot(Tal')
figure(4), plot(Ta2')
figure(5), plot(Ta3')
figure(6), plot(Ta4')
figure(7), plot(Ta5')
figure(8), plot(Ta6')
PhaseAveDOM =[PhaseAveDOMl;
PhaseAveDOM2;PhaseAveDOM3 ;PhaseAveDOM4;PhaseAveDOM5 ;PhaseAveD
0M6]

figure(9), bar(t,PhaseAveDOM')
xlabel('Phase angle(degree)')
ylabel('DOM')
colormap(gray)
legend('X=5','X=134','X=1 84','X=32T,'X_-403','X=450',-1)
%title({DOM at primary flow ',num2str(f1ow), m/min, ratio t,ratio,',and frequency
',num2str(freq),' Hz'])

CycleAveDOM = mean(PhaseAveDOM')
SubCycleAveDOM = [mean(DOM1,2) mean(DOM2,2) mean(DOM3,2)
mean(DOM4,2) mean(DOM5,2) mean(DOM6,2)]
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APPENDIX D: STEPS AND EXAMPLE OF P-VALUE CALCULATION

Step 1: Compute the estimate '2 Y (Y1 and Y2 represent the average for

groups 1 and 2), its standard error, SEE, Equation (B3), and the degrees of

freedom, d.f. Equation (B 1)

Step 2: Compute the t-statistic: t = {(Y l') D] / SE(Y2 ')

Step 3: Determine the proportion, F, of t-ratios that are less than the t-

statistic, by consulting a t-distribution table (shown in appendix C) with the

appropriate degrees of freedom.

Step 4: Determine the p-value base on the proportion, P

d.f.=n1+n2-2 ...(B1)

!(n +1)STD +(n2 1)STD
...(B2)

d.f.

SE(y2_l)Sp1/+I ...(B3)
V'i 2

Example: The t-test for the hypothesis that the mean humerus lengths of sparrows

that died is the same as the mean for sparrows that survived. (Ramsey, 1997)

Group n Average (in.) SD (in.)

1:Died 24 0.72792 0.02354

2: Survived 35 0.73800 0.01984
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Y2 Y =0.73800-0.72792=0.01008

SE (Y2 Y ) = 0.00567 inches

Degree of freedom = 24 + 35 -2 = 57

0.0 1008 0.0
t-statistic = = 1.778

0.00567

P = 0.96 [interpolate from tables of the t-distribution with 57 degrees of freedom:

1.778 = t57 (0.960)]

Therefore, One-sided p-value is 1-0.960 = 0.40



APPENDIX E: FLOW CONDITIONS

Table E.1: Summary of flow conditions

For primary flow rate, Q = 0.01 mI/mm
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main tIowO.OImlImin
.FE.!.ow ratio 0.l25Imainl
VI 1.333
Rel 0.30 flow rate

Vi
Rei
ma,n2
V2

mI/mm 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01

5hz 8hz 10hz 12 hz 15 hz
uI/mm 1.25 1.25 1.25 1.25 1.25

mm/s 0.667 0.667 0.667 0.667 0.667
0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11

uI/mm 1125 11 25 11 25 11 25 11 25

mm/s 1.500 1.500 1.500 1.500 1.500

Re2 033 033 033 033 033

main3 uI/mm 12.5 12.5 12.5 12.5 12.5

V3 rnmls 1 667 1 667 1 667 1 667 1 667

Re3 0.37 0.37 0.37 0.37 0.37

main flow 0.Olml/min
Flow ratio 0.25 mainl
Vi 1.333
Rel 0.30 ]etflow rate

mI/mm 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01

5hz 8hz 10hz 12hz 15hz
uI/mm 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5

Vi mm/s 1.333 1.333 1.333 1.333 1.333

Rei 022 022 022 022 022
main2 uI/mm 12.5 12.5 12.5 12.5 12.6
V2 mm/s 1.667 1.667 1.667 1.667 1.667

Re2 0.37 0.37 0.37 0.37 0.37
main3 uI/mm 15 15 15 15 15

V3 mm/s 2.000 2.000 2.000 2.000 2.000
Re3 0.44 0.44 0.44 0.44 0.44

main flow 0.OlmI/rnin
Howra . ho 0.5 . maini [mI/mm
VI 1.333
Rel 0 . .30 etflowrate uI/mm

0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01

5hz 8hz 10hz 12 hz 15 hz
6 5 5 5 5

Vi mm/s 2.667 2.667 2.667 2.667 2.667
Rei 0.44 0.44 0.44 0.44 0.44

mairi2 uI/mm 15 15 15 15 15

W mm/s 2.000 2.000 2.000 2.000 2.000
Re2 0.44 0.44 0.44 0.44 0.44

main3 ui/mU, 20 20 20 20 20
V3 mm/s 2.667 2.667 2.667 2.667 2.667
Re3 0.59 0.59 0.59 0.59 0.59
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main flow 0.OlmI/min
Flow ratio 0.l5Imainl

1.333
Rel 0.30 let flow rate

mi/mm 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01

5hz 8hz 10hz 12 hi 15 hz
uI/mm 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5

Vi mm/s 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000
Rei 0.67 0.67 0.67 0.67 0.67
rnain2 uI/mm 17.5 17.5 17.5 17.5 17.5

V2 mm/s 2333 2333 2333 2333 2333
Re2 0.52 0.62 0.52 0.62 0.52
main3 uI/mm 25 26 25 25 26

V3 mm/s 3.333 3.333 3.333 3.333 3.333
Re3 0.74 0.74 0.74 0.74 0.74

main flow 0.Olml/min
F!ow, ratio 1 maini
Vi......

133 3
0.O jetfiow rate

Vi

mI/mm 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01

5hz 8hz 10hz 12hz 15hz
uI/mm 10 10 10 10 10

mm/s 5.333 6.333 6.333 6.333 5.33
Rei 0.89 0.89 0.89 0.89 08
main2 uI/mm 20 20 20 20 2

V2 mm/s 2.667 2.667 2.667 2.667 2.667
Re2 0.59 0.59 0.59 0.59 0.5
main3 uI/mm 30 30 30 30 3
V3 mm/s 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000
Re3 0.89 0.09 0,09 0.09 0

main flow 0.Olml/rnin
Flow ratio 1.5 maini
VI 1.333

mI/mm 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.0
5hz 8hz 10hz 12 hz 15 hz

R el 0.3 . Ojetflowrate uI/mm 15 16 15 16 15

Vi mm/s 0.000 0.000 8.000 0.000 8.00
Rei 1.33 1.33 1.33 1.33 1.3

main2

V2

uI/mm

mm/s
25

3.333
26

3333
25

33
25 26

Re2 0.74 0.74 0,74 0.74 0.74

main3 uI/mm 40 40 40 40 40
V3 mm/s 5.333 5.333 5.333 5.333 5.333
Re3 1.19 1.19 1.19 1.19 1.19

main flow 0.01 mI/mm
F . ow ratio 2

VI 1333
Rel 030

mainl mllmin 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01

5hz 8hz 10hz 12 hz 15 hz
jet flow rate uI/mm 20 20 20 20 20

Vi mm/s 10.667 10.667 10.667 10.667 10.667

Rei 1.78 1.78 1.70 1.70 1.78

main2 uI/mm 30 30 30 30 30

V2 mm/s 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000
Re2 0.89 0.89 0.09 0.09 0.89

main3 uI/mm 50 50 50 50 50

6.667 6.667 6,667 6.667 6.587
Re3 1.48 1.48 1.48 1.48 1.48
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For primary flow, Q 0.05 mi/mm
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main HowO.05m1/min
Flow ratio j 0.l25Imainl mI/mm 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05
Vi 6.667

Re14 1.48 jet flow rate
Vi

5hz 8hz 10hz 12 hz 15 hz
uI/mm

mm/s
6.25

3.333
6.26

3.333
6.25

3.333
6.25

3.333
25

3.33
Rei 0.66 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.5
main2 uI/mm 56.25 56.25 56.25 55.25 56.2
V2 mm/s 7.500 7.500 7.500 7.500 7.50
Re2 1.67 1.67 1.67 1.87 1.67
main3 ut/mm 62.5 62.5 62.5 62.5 62.
V3 mm/s 8.333 8.333 8.333 6.333 8.33
Re3 1.86 1.85 1.86 1.86 1.8

main flow 0.OSml/min
Flow ratio 0.25 mainl
VI 6.667

mI/mm 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05
5hz 8hz 10hz 12 hz 15 hz

Rel 1.48 jetfiow rate uI/mm 12.5 12.6 12.5 12.5 12.5
Vi mm/s 6.667 6.667 6.667 6.667 6.667
Rei 111 1.11 1.11 1.11 1.11

main2 uI/mm 62.5 62.5 62.5 62.5 62.5
V2 mm/s 8.333 8.333 8.333 8.333 8.333
Re2
main3 ul/miri

1.65
75

1.85
76

1.65
75

1.85
75

1.85
75

V3 mm/s 10 000 10 000 10 000 10 000 10 000
Re3 2.22 2.22 2.22 2.22 2.22

main flaw 0.05m1/min
Flaw ratio 0.5 maini mI/miri 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05
VI 6.667 5hz 8hz 10hz 12 hz 15 hz

Rel 1.48 let flow rate uI/mm 25 25 25 25 25
Vi mm/s 13.333 13.333 13.333 13.333 13.333
Rei 2.22 2.22 2.22 2.22 2.22
main2 uI/mm 75 75 75 75 75

V2 mm/s 10.000 10.000 10.000 10.000 10.000
Ra2 2.22 2.22 2.22 2.22 2.22
main3 uI/mm 100 100 100 100 100

V3 mm/s 13.333 13.333 13.333 13.333 13.333
Re3 2.96 2.96 2.96 2.96 2.96
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main flow 0.05m1/min
F low ratio 0.l5Iniainl
Vi 6.667
Rel 1.48

ImI/miii 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05
5hz 8hz 10hz 12 hz 15 hz

etflow rate uI/mm 37.5 37.5 37.5 37.5 37.5

Vi mm/s 20.000 20.000 20.000 20.000 20.000

Rei 3.33 3.33 3.33 3.33 3.33
main2 uI/mm 87.5 87.5 87.5 87.5 87.5
V2 mm/s 11.567 11.667 11.657 11.667 11.667

Re2 2.59 2.59 2.59 2.59 2.59

main3 uI/mm 125 125 125 125 125

V3 mm/s 16.567 16.657 16.667 16,667 16,667

Re3 3.70 3.70 3.70 3.70 3.70

main flow 0.05m1/min
Flow ratio 1[mainl
VI 6.667
Rel 1.48 etffow rate

mI/mm 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05
5hz 8hz 10hz 12 hz 15 hz

uI/mm 50 50 50 50 50

J Vi mm/s 26.667 26.557 26.667 26.667 26,667

Rei 4.44 4.44 4.44 4.44 4.44

main2 uI/mm 100 100 100 100 100

V2 mm/s 13.333 13.333 13.333 13.333 13.333

Re2 2.96 2% 2.96 2% 2.96

main3 uI/mm 150 150 150 150 150

V3 mm/s 20.000 20.000 20.000 20.000 20.000

Re3 4.44 4.44 4,44 4.44 4.44

main flow 0.05m1/min
F low ratio 1.5majtil
V I 6.667
Rel 1.48

mI/mm 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05
5hz 8hz 10hz 12hz 15hz

etfiow rate uI/mm 75 75 75 75 75

Vi mm/s 40.000 40.000 40.000 40.000 40.000
Rei 6.67 6.67 6.67 6.57 6,67

main2 uI/mm 125 125 125 125 125

V2 mm/s 16.667 16.667 16.667 15.567 16.667

Re2 3.70 3.70 3.70 3.70 3.70

main3 uI/mm 200 200 200 200 200

mm/s 26.667 25.667 26.667 26.667 26.667

Re3 5.93 5.93 5.93 5.93 5.93

main flow 0.05m1/min
Flow ratio 2jmainl
Vi 6.667
Rel 1.48

mI/mm 0.05 0.05 0,05 0.05 0.05

5hz 8hz 10hz 12 hz 15hz
jettlow rate uI/mm 100 100 10 100 10

Vi mm/s 63,333 53.333 53.33 53.333 53.33

Rei 8.89 8.89 8 8.89 88
main2 uI/mm 150 150 15 150 15

V2 mm/s 20.000 20.000 20iJ0 20.000 20i30
Re2 4.44 4.44 4.4 4.44 4.4
main3 uI/mm 250 250 25 250 25

V3 mm/s 33.333 33.333 333 33.333 3333
Re3 7.41 7.41 7,4 7.41 7.41
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For primary flow rate, Q = 0.10 mI/mm
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main flow 0.lmI/min
How ratio 0.125[!11
VI 13.333
Rel 2.96 jettlow rate

Vi

ImI/inin 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1

5hz 8hz 10hz 12 hz 15 hz
uI/mm 12.5 12.5 12.5 12.5 12.5

mm/a 6.667 6.667 6.667 6.667 6.667
Rei 1.11 1.11 1.11 1.11 1.11

main2 uI/win 112.5 112.5 112.5 112.5 112.5

V2 mm/s 15.000 15.000 15.000 15.000 15.000

ReI 3.33 3.33 3.33 3.33 3.33
main3 uI/mm 125 125 126 125 125

V3 mm/s 16.667 16.667 16.667 16.667 16.667

Re3 3.70 3.70 3.70 3.70 3.70

main flow 0.lmI/min
Flow ratio 0.25jmainl
VI 13.333
R . el 2.96 How rate

Vi
Rei

main2
W
Re2

mI/mm 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1

5hz 8hz 10hz 12 hz 15 hz
uI/mm 25 25 25 25 25

mm/s 13.333 13.333 13.333 13.333 13.333

2.22 2.22 2.22 2.22 2.22

uI/mm 126 125 125 126 126

mm/s 16.667 16.667 16.667 16.667 16.667

3 70 3 70 3 70 3 70 3 70
main3 uI/mm 150 150 150 150 150

mm/s 20.000 20.000 20.000 20.000 20.000
Re3 4.44 4.44 4.44 4.44 4.44

main flow0.lmI/min
F !,° 0.Sjmainl
VI 13.333
R . el 2.96 jet flow rate

Vi

mI/mm 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1

5hz 8hz 10hz 12hz 15hz
uI/mm 50 50 50 50 50

mm/s 26.667 26.667 26.667 26.667 26.667

Rei 444 444 44 444
maun2

______
uI/mm 150 150 150 150 150

V2 mm/s 20.000 20.000 20.000 20.000 20.000
Re2 4.44 4.44 4.44 4.44 4.44

main3 uI/mm 200 200 200 200 200

fl mm/s 26.667 26.667 26.667 26.667 26.667
6.93 5.93 5.93 5.93 5.93
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main flow 0.lmI/min
Flow ratio U.75[mainl
Vi 13.333
Rel 296 ietflowrate

Vi
Rei
matn2
V2
Re2
main3
V3

Imi/min 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1

5hz 8hz 10hz 12hz 15hz
uI/mm 75 75 75 76 75

mm/s 40.000 40.000 40.000 40.000 40.000
6.67 6.67 6.67 6.67 6.57

ullmin 175 175 175 175 176

mm/s 23.333 23.333 23.333 23.333 23.333
519 519 519 519 519

uI/mm 250 250 250 250 250

mm/s 33.333 33.333 33.333 33.333 33.333

Re3 7.41 7.41 7.41 7.41 7.41

main flow 0.lml/min
Flow ratio 1

VI . 13.333
Rel 2.96

mamni mI/mm 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1

5hz 8hz 10hz 12 hz 15 hz
jetfiow rate uI/mm 100 100 100 100 100

Vi mm/s 53.333 53.333 53.333 53.333 53.333

Rei 8.89 0.89 8.89 8.89 8.69

majn2 uI/mm 200 200 200 200 200

V2 mm/s 26.667 26.667 26.667 26.667 26.667

Re2 5.93 5,93 5.93 5.93 5.93

main3 uI/mm 300 300 300 300 300
V3 mm/s 40.000 40.000 40.000 40.000 40,000
Re3 8.89 8.69 8.89 8.89 8.89

main flow0.lmI/min
Flow rat o 1.5 mainl mI/mm 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1

Vi 13.333
Rel .. .96

5hz 8hz 10hz 12 hz 15 hz
etflow rate uI/mm 150 150 150 150 150

Vi mm/s 80.000 80.000 80.000 00.000 80.000

Rei 13.33 13.33 13.33 13.33 13.33

main2 uI/mm 250 250 250 250 250

V2 mm/s 33.333 33.333 33.333 33.333 33.333
Re2

main3 uI/mm

7.41

400
7.41

400
7.41

400

7.41

400
7.41

400

V3 mm/s 53.333 53.333 53.333 53.333 53.333
Re3 11.05 11.85 11.85 11.85 11.05

main flow0.lmI/min
Flow atio 2lmamni
VI 13.333
Rel .... 2.96

mI/mm 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1

5hz 8hz 10hz 12 hz 15 hz
jet flow rate uI/mm 200 200 200 200 200

Vi mm/s 106.667 106.667 106.667 105.667 106.667

Rei 17,76 17.78 17.78 17.78 17.78

main2 uI/mm 300 300 300 300 300

V2 mm/s 40.000 40.000 40.000 40.000 40.000

Re2 8.89 8.09 0.89 8.89 8.89
main3 uI/mm 500 500 500 500 500

V3 mm/s 66.667 66.667 66.667 66.667 66,667

Re3 14.81 14.01 14.81 14.81 14.81
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For primary flow rate, Q =0.15 mi/mm
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main flow 0.15m1/min
Flowratio0.l25lmainl
V1 20.000E.

ImI/miti 015
5hz

0.15
8hz

0.15
10hz

0.15
12 hz

0.15
15 hi

Rel 4.44 et flow rate uI/mm 18.75 18.75 18.75 18.75 18.76
Vi mm/s 10.000 10.000 10.000 10.000 10.000

Rei 1.67 1.67 1.67 1.67 1.67

main2 uI/mm 168.75 168.75 158.75 168.75 168.75
V2 mm/s 22.500 22.500 22.500 22.500 22.500
Re2 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00
main3 ui/mm 18T5 187.5 187.5 187.6 187.6

V3 mm/s 25JJ00 25.000 25.000 25.000 25.000
Re3 5.56 5.56 5.56 566 5.56

main flow 0.15ml/min
Flow ratio 0.25
Vi 20.000
Rel 4.44

maini mI/miti 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0,16

5hz 8hz 10hz 12 hz 15 hi
jet flow rate uI/mm 37.5 37.5 37. 37.6 37.5
Vi mm/s 20.000 20,000 20.000 20.000 20.000
Rei 3.33 3.33 3.33 3.33 3.33
rnain2 ut/mm 187.5 187.5 187.5 187.5 187.5

V2
Re2

mm/s 25.000
5.56

25.000
5.56

25.00
5.5

25.000
5.56

26.000
6.56

main3 uI/mm 225 225 22 225 225
V3 mm/s 30.000 30.000 3000 3000 30.000
Re3 6.67 6.67 6.67 6.67 6.67

main flow 0.15m1/min
Flow ratio 0.5 maini
V1 20.000
Ret 4.44 jet flaw rate

Vi
Rei

main2
V2
Re2
main3
V3
Re3

mI/mm 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15
5hz 8hz 10hz 12 hi 15 hi

ui/mm 75 75 75 75 75

mm/s 40.000 40.000 40.000 40,000 40.000

6,67 6.67 6.67 6.67 6.67
uI/mm 225 225 226 225 225

mm/s 30.000 30.000 30,000 30.000 30.000
6.67 6,67 6.67 6.67 6.67

uI/mitt 300 300 300 300 300

mm/s 40.000 40.000 40.000 40.000 40.000

8.89 8.89 8.89 8.89 8.89
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main flow O.15m1!min
Flow ratio OJ5Imainl
VI 20.000
Rel 4.44 jet flow rate

Vi
Rei
main2
V2
Re2

_,,., main3
V3
Re3

mi/mm 015 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15
5hz 8hz 10hz 12hz 15 hi

uI/mm 112.5 112.5 112.5 112.6 112.5

mm/s 60.000 60.000 60.000 60.000 60.000
10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00

uI/mm 262.5 262.5 262.5 262.5 262.5
mm/s 35.000 35.000 35.000 35.000 35.000

7,78 7.78 7.76 7.78 7.76
uI/mm 375 376 375 375 376

mm/s 50.000 50.000 50.000 50.000 50.000
11.11 11.11 11.11 11,11 11.11

main flow 0.lSmIImin
Flow ro. Ilmaini
VI 20.000
Rel 4.44 jet flow rate

Vi
Rei
maiii2
V2

mI/mm 0,15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15

5hz 8hz 10hz 12 hi 15 hz
uI/mm 150 150 150 150 150

mm/s 80,000 80.000 80.000 80.000 80.000
13.33 13.33 13.33 13.33 13.33

ul/miii 300 300 300 300 300

mm/s 40,000 40.000 40.000 40.000 40.000
Re2 8.89 8.89 8.89 8.89 6.89
main3 ui/mm 450 450 450 450 450

V3 mm/8 60.000 60.000 60.000 60.000 60.000
Re3 13.33 13.33 13.33 13.33 13.33________

main flow 0.15m1/mjn
F . Ia wra tio 1.5lmamnl
Vi 20.000

mI/miri 0,15 0,15 0.16 0.16 0.15
5hz 8hz 10hz 12 hi 15 hi

Rel 4.44 jet flaw rate ui/mm 225 225 226 225 22

Vi mm/s 120.000 120.000 120.000 120.000 120.00
Rei 20.00 20.00 20.00 20.00 20.0
main2 uI/mm 375 376 376 375 37

V2 mm/s 50,000 50.000 50.000 50.000 50.00
Re2 11.11 11.11 11.11 11.11 11.11

main3 uI/mm 600 600 600 600 60
V3 mm/s 80.000 80.000 00.000 80,000 8000
Re3 17,78 17.78 17.78 17.78 17.7

main flow 0.15m1/min
Flow Ia tio 2Jmin1
VI 20.000

4.44

mI/mm 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15
5hz 8hz 10hz 12 hi 15 hz

jetfiow rate ui/mm 300 300 300 300 300

Vi mm/s 160.000 160.000 160.000 160.000 160.000
Rei 26.67 26.67 26.67 26.67 26.67
main2 uI/mm 450 450 460 450 450

V2 mm/s 60.000 60.000 60.000 60,000 60.000
Re? 13.33 13.33 13.33 13.33 13.33

main3 ui/mm 750 750 750 750 750
V3 mm/s 100.000 100.000 100.000 100.000 100.000
Re3 22,22 22.22 2222 22,22 22.22
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For primary flow rate, Q = 0.20 mI/mm
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main flow 0.2OmlImin
Flow ratio O.I2SImainl
VI 26.667
Rel 5.93 et flow rate

Vi
Rei
rnain2
V2

mI/mm 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2

5hz 8hz 10hz 12 hi 15 hi
uI/mm 25 25 26 25 26

mm/s 13.333 13.333 13.333 13.333 13.333
2.22 2.22 2.22 2.22 2.22

uI/mm 226 225 225 225 225

mm/s 30.000 30.000 30.000 30.000 30.000
Re2 6.67 6.67 6.67 6.67 6.67

main3 uI/mm 260 250 250 250 250

V3 mm/s 33.333 33.333 33.333 33.333 33.333
Re3 7.41 7.41 7.41 7.41 7.41

main flow 0.20m1/min
Flow ratio O25main1
Vi 26.661
Rel 5.93 jetflow rate

Vi

mI/mm 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2

5hz 8hz ¶0hz 12 hz 15 hi
uI/mm 50 50 50 50 50

mm/s 26.667 26.667 26,667 26.667 26.667
Rei 4.44 4.44 4.44 4.44 4.44
main2 uI/mm 250 250 250 250 250

V2 mm/s 33.333 33.333 33.333 33.333 33.333
ReZ 7.41 7.41 7.41 7.41 7.41

maiu3 ul/miti 300 300 300 300 300

V3 mm/s 40.000 40.000 40.000 40.000 40.000
Re3 BBS 8.89 8.89 8.89 8.89

main flow 0.20m1/mjn

f.!!:L!at0 0.5 mainl
Vi 2 6.667

Rel 5.93 et flow rate
Vi
Rei
main2
V2
Re2
main3
V3

mI/mm 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2
5hz 8hz 10hz 12 hi 15 hz

uI/mm 100 100 100 100 100

mm/s 53.333 53.333 53.333 53.333 53,333
8.89 8.89 8.89 8.89 8.89

uI/mm 300 300 300 300 300
mm/s 40.000 40.000 40.000 40.000 40.000

8.89 8.89 8.89 8.89 8.89
uI/mm 400 400 400 400 400

mm/s 53.333 53.333 53.333 53.333 53.333
Re3 11.85 11.85 11.85 11.85 11.85
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main flow 0.20m1/min
Flow ratio .l5Imainl
VI 26.667.
Rel 5.93

mI/mm 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2
5hz 8hz 10hz 12 hz 15 hz

etflow rate uI/ruin 150 150 150 150 150

Vi mm/s 80.000 80.000 80.000 60.000 80.000
Rei 13.33 13.33 13.33 13.33 13.33

main2 uI/mm 350 350 350 350 350

V2 mm/s 46.667 46.687 46.667 46.667 46.667

-
Re2 10.37 10.37 10.37 10.37 10.37
main3 uI/mm 500 500 500 500 500
V3 mm/s 66.667 66.687 66.667 66.667 66.667
Re3 14.81 14.81 14.61 14.81 14.81

main flow 0.2OmIFmin

..,.iEmaini ImI/min
1 26.667

Rel 5.93 jet flow rate
Vi
Rei
main2
V2
Re2
majn3

0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2
5hz 8hz 10hz 12 hz 15 hz

uI/mm 200 200 200 200 200
mm/s 106.567 106.667 106.657 106.667 106.667

17.78 17.78 17.78 17.7 17.7

uI/mm 400 400 400 40 40

mm/s 53.333 53.333 53.333 53.33 53.33
11.85 11.85 11.85 11.8 11.8

uI/mm 600 600 600 60 60
V3 mm/s 80.000 60.000 80.000 80.00 80.00
Re3 17.78 17.78 17.78 17.7 17.7

main flow O2Om/min
l!o . wra ho 1.5main1
Vi 26 .667
Re 1 5.93 et flow rate

Vi

mI/mm 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2
5hz 8hz 10hz 12 hz 15 hi

uI/ruin 300 300 300 300 300

mm/s 160.000 160.000 160.000 160.000 160.000

Rei 26.67 26.67 26.67 26.67 26.67

...........main2 uI/mm 500 500 500 500 500
V2 mm/s 66.667 66.667 66.667 66.667 66.667
Re2 14.81 14.81 14.81 14.61 14.61

main3 uI/mm 600 800 800 800 800
V3 mm/s 106.667 106.667 106.687 106.667 106.667
Re3 23.70 23.70 23.70 23.70 23.70

main flow 0.20m1/rnin
Flow ratio 2 maiiil
VI 26.667
Re .93 et flow rate

mI/mm 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2
5hz 8hz 10hz 12 hz 15 hz

uI/mm 400 400 400 400 400
Vi mm/s 213.333 213.333 213.333 213.333 213.333

Rei 35.56 35.56 35.56 35.56 35.56
main2 uI/mm 600 600 600 600 600

V2________ mm/s 80.000 80.000 80.000 60.000 80.000
e2 17.78 17.78 17.78 17.78 17.76

main3 uI/ruin 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000

V3________ mm/s 133.333 133.333 133.333 133.333 133.333
e3 29.63 29.63 29.63 29.63 29.63




